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MSU Coed
Is Killed
In Accident
A 19-year-old Murray State
University coed was killed and two
others seriously injured in a car-truck
smashup near Paris Landing State
Park Monday afternoon.
Dead on arrival at Henry County
General Hospital in Paris (Tn.) was
Virginia Mary Bostock of Hopkinsville,
a Senior at Murray State. Miss Bostock
was a passenger in a car driven by MSU
senior Rebecca M. DuVall, 22, of Flat
River, Mo.
Miss DuVall and a third occupant of
the car, Nancy J. Speckman, 19,
Metropolis, 111., were both treated at
Henry County General before being
transferred to the Jackson-Madison
County (Tn.) General Hospital. Miss
DuVall and Miss Speckman were both
listed in fair condition at the Jackson
hospital this morning. Miss DuVall was
being treated in the cardiac care unit
and Miss Speckman was being treated
in the intensive neuro-surgical unit.
The driver of the semi-trailer truck,
Robert L Feathers, age 60, of
Collierville, Tn., was treated and
released at the Henry County hospital.
The accident occured at approximately 5:45 p.m. Monday af-

ternoon. The three students were apparently on their way to the MSUAustin Peay basketball game in
Clarksville last night.
An eyewitness to the accident, James
Houston of Paris Rt. 4, reportedly said
the DuVall car pulled out of Hwy 119 in
front of the trailer truck which was
traveling on Hwy. 79.
Following the crash the car reportedly burst into flames and Houston,
who was traveling behind the trailer
truck, jumped from his car to fight the
blaze. He also covered one of the girls
with a blanket to protect her from the
flames prior to returning to his car to
summon aid on his CB radio.
The doors of the car were jammed
shut by the impact and rescue workers
struggled for 45 minutes before freeing
the trapped students.
Miss Bostock, a senior psychology
major at MSU, was the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. T. Bostock, Jr., 407
Deepwood Drive, Hopkinsville. Miss
DuVall, also a senior, is the daughter of
Mrs. Virginia C. DuVall offlat River
and Miss Speckman, a freshman, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex F.Speckman of Metropolis.

big
ONE PERSON KILLED—A Murray State coed was killed and two others
seriously injured in a car-truck crash yesterday near Paris Landing State
Park Virginia Mary Bostock of Hopkinsville was dead on arrival at Henry

County Hospital. Miss Rebecca M. DuVall, of Flat River, Mo., the driver, and
a third occupant of the car, Nancy Speckman, of Metropolis, were also
seriously injured, and are hospitalized in Jackson, Tenn., today.
Paris Post Intelligence!Photo

Education Board
Learning Disabilities Of Local Children
Gets Commendation
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teresting to note that whenever we
consider the inflationary trends that
have been prevalent for the past five
years, it is almost miraculous that you
were able to show a rather handsome
balance in your general and capital
outlay funds.
"I sincerely appreciate the excellent
job that has been done in handling the
finances of your school system."
Two resignations of teachers were
accepted at the board meeting. They
are James McCall, physical education
teacher and coach at East Elementary
School, effective at the end of the school
term, and David Lanier, teacher and
girls coach at Calloway County High
School,effective March 12.
The board granted a leave of absence
due to medical reasons to Mrs. Jane
Sisk, teacher at Calloway High, and
Paul Henderson was elected to fill her
vacancy.
Ila Brown was elected to fill the
vacancy created by the leave granted
to Rosemary Graham at North
Elementary, and Joseph O'Brien was
elected to fill the vacancy created by
the leave granted to Luna Greer at
Calloway High.
Named as substitute bus drivers were
Billy Morton, Clifton Hutson, and Clyde
Rowland, and as substitute janitors
were Stark Finney and Gladys Finney.
The board adopted text books for the
lanugage arts series for a five year
period, and accepted the garbage
pickup schedule as proposed by the City
of Murray.
wawa ,i.cete

The Calloway County Board of
Education has been commended by
James Melton, Associate Superintendent of Public Instruction for
Kentucky, according to a letter to
Ferrell Mar, board chairman, and
reed at the meeting of the board held on
Monday night.
The letter is as follows:
"I recently had the opportunity to
make an indepth review of the financial
condition of the Calloway County Board
of Education. As a result of this review,
I feel it appropriate to advise that in my
judgment Bill Miller, your Superintendent, and his staff have done a very
outstanding job in administering the
finances of your school system.
"When you think of the increase in
required local effort to participate in
the Foundation Program and the major
construction projects that have been
initiated in the past few years, I think
your financial administration program
has been exceptional. It is also in-
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By NANCI P. GIVENS
stage in his progress he no longer needs
Ledger & Times Special Writer
special help. After remediation he can
Seated at one of several small tables continue normally in his regular class
in a brightly decorated classroom work.
cluttered with learning aids, a child's
"Right now we've about completed
face breaks into a grin as he enjoys his screening all the children in nursery
special work with a teacher's aide to schools and kindergartens, as well as
improve his speaking, language, 4.44he ellY system children through second
reading, math or movement skills.
grade, and are trying to reach the
His pleasure in learning has come varents of three and four year olds who
about because six trained and en- feel their youngsters may have some
thusiastic women, two teachers and learrung disability," said Ms. West.
four aides, working in a federally "Remember, these can be exfunded project, are striving to locate ceptionally bright children, with just
and help children in Murray or some small learning problems, like
Calloway County between the ages of recognizing the differences between
three and five who have learning sounds," she emphasized.
disabilities.
After screening has determined just
Even a child with better than average what area a child needs help in,
intelligence may have a "learning suggestions are given that parents can
disability." He may have trouble follow to aid their child, and monthly
remembering which direction certain parents meetings are set up for
letters of the alphabet face, or he may discussions of projects, problems and
not comprehend what he hears. Such
children are now being given special
help in Project Operation Intervention
Expanded in the city school system.
"Although we can only work
regularly with children in the city
system, we've screened many
youngsters, from three years old and
up, for various learning problems,"
said Debbie Colyott, teacher and on-site
director for the program. "In these
cases we give the child's teacher or
parent our findings, and offer
"prescription" for remediation," she
added.
Remediation is the goal of Ms
Colyott and Tonda West, the teachers
Involved with the program under Title
VI B,because when a child reaches this

IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS—Project teachers are continuously involved
in screening and diagnosing to identify children with learning problems.
These services are now availble to children in Murray and Calloway County by contacting Ms. Colyott at Carter School or Ms. West at Robertson
School.

elementary grades," she said.
If a child is unable to locate and pick
up small objects within reach, cannot
talk in short sentences by age four,does
not immitate parents doing househoid
chores by age three, cannot comprehend the meaning of "today,"
“loassoossoss,:t mei "vow/sormaraaritillIPAISS
five, he may very well need help to
achieve his peak learning ability.
More information is available in
pamphlet form, or from one of the
teachers or aides in person, who can be
reached at 753-5512 ( Ms. Colyott at
Carter Elementary) and 753-5022(Ms.
West at Robertson Elementary).

DEVELOPING COORDINATION —
The balance beam is a fun way to
develop coordination, and is used in
the city school system to help
children through second grade who
have learning problems.
moiosb Gerald carte.

Public Hearing On ERA Slated
Wednesday Before Senate Panel
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findings,one parent helping another.
Already 400 children have been
screened this year, and 50 are being
helped through remedial programs in
the city school system. Four teachers'
aides, Nancy Beal, Verna Horning,
Martha Tharpe and Judy Vick, remain
in the element:at), centers at Robertson
and Carter schools to provide continuous service for children in public
kindergarten and first and second
grades, freeing the project teachers on
Tuesdays and Thursdays to screen,
diagnose and prescribe for more
youngsters.
Reaching out to the community's
parents through the churches is the
next step, according to Ms. Colyott.
-We hope, in this way, to reach the
three and four year olds who are not
enrolled in nursery programs, and
perhaps give them a chance to compete
more evenly when they reach the

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Persons
()Mooed to the Equal Rights Amendment to the U.S. Constitution have been
invited to speak at a public hearing on
the subject Wednesday.
And those who favor the ERA are
scheduled to appear before the Senate
Committee on Elections and Constitutional Amendments next week.
The hearings were set last week by
the committee over strenuous objections from chairman Gus Sheehan,a
Democrat from Covington and one of
eliai:Id timers of the Kentucky
ture.
Ben. Richard Weisenberger, DMayfield, who is for rescission of
Kentucky's ratification in 1972 of ERA,
says the hearings are nothing more
fl a delaying tactic.
He said the committee is stacked
IPing Sheehan, who is for reciaadon,
ima that if the panel has its way the
House-passed the resolution to rescind

A

,stot,

1
T. Max Hodistetier, Associate Professes,of Art at Austin Peay State University,
Clarksville, Tem.,
conduct a
workshop on various techniques of oa painting on Saturday. March 6, horn 830 a. m.to four
p. m.at the Murray Art
Guild. A lee of $100 will be required of non members of the Art Guilt. The workshop is
sponsored by the local
guild and the Kentucky Arts Commission. Prof. Hochstetter has his B. A. Degree from the
University of Evansville,
aed his At F. A. Degree in PairWag born Southern Illinois University. He has had exhibits and
one man shows at
*Many smieersties mild galleries. For information 011011111111 may caN the Murray An Guild.

ratification will die
Weisenberger is trying to remove the
resolution from the committee, but thus
far he hasn't mustered the support he
needs, the freshman senator said in an
interview Monday.
Weisenberger said he must get five
senators to sign a discharge petition to
get it out of Sheehan's committee. Then
he must muster a constitutional
majority of 20 senators to have the
resolution placed on the Senate
calendar.
Weisenberger said he has 15 senators

Windy And Mild
Cloudy, windy and mild today, high in
the mid to upper 70s. A chance of
showers tonight, low in the upper 50s.
Scattered showers and not as warm
Wedneedey, high M the low Tes.
Thursday cloudy and cool with a chance
of showers.

committed to vote to put the resolution
on the calendar. But getting the other
five votes is a different story, he said.
Even if the 20 senators necessary to
place the resolution on the calendar
come forward, that doesn't mean the
resolution will pass. After it is placed on
the calendar it must be voted on and
Weisenberger said some who have
indicated they want the measure voted
on also have said they will vote against
the resolution.
' "It's not a dead issue," he said. "It afl
depends on what luck I have on getting
the last five votes. And I can't predict
with certainty if I can do that."
He mid House leaders have indicated
they will hold up Senate bills unless the
anti-ERA resolution reaches the Senate
floor.
Removing a bill from committee is a
"radical procedure that bucks the
committee system," Weisenberger
(See ERA,Page 14)
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United Methodist Church Women
Hold Meet At Palestine Church
The Palestine United
Methodist Church Women
held their regular February
meeting at the church with ten
members and two visitors
present.
"All Are Called" was the
subject of the lesson
presented. The leaders said
"that all are called and to
more
become involved
gratefully and joyfully in
extending the liberating
ministries of Jesus Christ
through the United Methodist
Church."
Rev. Steve Shopar led the
opening prayer. Scripture
readings were by Mrs. Myrtle
Dean
Mrs.
McDaniel,
Burkeen, Mrs. Anita Oates,
Mrs. Lorene Burkeen, Mrs.
Helen Brooks, and Mrs.
Mildred Oates.

A tang, "They Will Know
We Are Christians By Our
Love," was led by Mrs. Anita
Oates. The second chapter of
Acts was read and studied.
The women voted to make a
large table for the basement
and to order some more get
well cards. Each member
made a donation for a gift to a
ministerial student instead of
buying a birthday gift for each
other.
Others
present,
not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Maudie Hopkins, Mrs.
Julie Shepard, Mrs. Freda
Lovett,and Alisha Shepard.
The closing prayer was led
by Mrs. Myrtle McDaniel. A
potluck luncheon was served
at noon.
The next meeting will be
held on Tuesday, March 16.

Patsy Pittman Presents Lesson
At New Providence Club Meet
"Think Metric" was the
subject of the lesson preeented
by Patsy Pittman at the
February meeting of the New
Providence Homemakers
Club held at the home of
Karen Housden, president,
who presided at the meeting.
Mrs. Pittman urged the
members to change their
negative attitudes and to
begin converting to this
system to weights and
measures.
The devotion on "What God
Can Mean To Us" was given
by Iva Mae Allbritten. Eleven
members answered the roll
call with their favorite
sayings. Four visitors were
Robbie St. John, Myrtle
Housden, Rachel Moss, and
Debbie Housden, with the
latter becoming a new
'member.
The group voted to donate
„five dollars to Pennies for
:friendship. Other meetings
:were discussed.
Sylvia Puckett,craft leader,
.reported on quilted pillows.
Gail Herndon, issues and
concerns chairman, gave a
committee report. The
recreation was directed by
Wanda Osbron.
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East Elementary PTC will
Shopping for senior citizens
have open house and program will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30
at the school at seven p.m.
p. m. Call 753-0929 for information.
St. John's Episcopal Church
World Day of Prayer will be
will sponsor a folk mass and held at Hale
Chapel of First
pancake supper at the church. United
Methodist Church with
for
cents
75
be
Charge will
sessions at ten a.m. and 7:30
children, $1.25 for adults, and p.m.
$3.00 per family with proceeds
to gobo the youth group of the
Golden Age Club will meet
church.
at noon at the First United

Fred Overton
Speaker For
Kappa Meet

The Murray Musk Teachers Association presented a select group of students in a
recital of piano musk on Sunday afternoon, February 29 in the Fine Arts Center at
M.S.U. Entitled "A Leap Year Special" the program featured students who have reached
advanced levels of study and have exhliited above-average interest and effort in their
musical pursuits. Pictured are Murray students who appeared in the recital. Seated are
Karen Turner, Lisa Smith, and Lisa Winters.Standing are Lynda Johnson, Audrey Conley,
Anne Gregory, and Martha Lyle Pitman. Out-of-town students who were also on the
program were Suzanne Creekmur, Eddyville, Nadia Ingram, Paducah, and Debbie
Russell, Calvert City. The participating teachers were Mrs. Lame Clark, Mrs. Robert E.
Johnson, Mrs. Neale & Mason,and Mrs.John C Winter.

Elementary And Secondary

Coldwater
Meeting

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Charles Watkins of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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Murray Art Guild will be
Mrs. Charles Dan Barzell,
open from twelve noon to four
president of the Coldwater
p.m.
Homemakers Club, presided
Bowling for senior citizens at the February meeting of the
at a discount will be from 1:30 club held in her home.
The devotion from Psalms
to four p. in. at Corvette
31:14 and the thought, "Stand
Lanes.
silently and watch the world
Thursday, March 4
go by and it will," were read.
Garden Department, Eight members and
one
Murray Woman's Club, will visitor answered the roll
by
meet at ten a.m. at the club giving their favorite sayings.
house for a workshop and sack
Two lessons on "The
lunch at noon.
Heritage
of
Kentucky
Women" and "Quilling" were
Rev. and Mrs. Elton Ber- presented
by Mrs. Barsell.
nard, missionaries, will speak
Mrs.
Fred
Douglas
at the New Coward United presented
the lesson on the
Pentecostal Church at seven "Metric
System."
p.m.
Announcements were made
of the bus trip to Holly
Women of Moose will meet
Springs, Miss., on April 23,
at eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
and the Tasting luncheon at
the First United Methodsit
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Church on April 30. Club
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
members will participate in
the Community Center at 7:30
the luncheon.
p.m.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Bartell.
Calloway County Library
Those present were Mrs.
Board of Trustees will meet at
Charles Joe West and Nicole,
the Public Library at seven
Mrs. Vivian Adams, Mrs.
p.m.
Noble Fuqua, Mrss. Ronnie
Bazzell, Brett and Alan, Mrs.
Ellis Center will open at ten
Fred Douglas and Chris, Mrs.
a.m. for senior citizens with
Al Wagoner, a visitor, Mrs.
lunch at noon and table games
Delbert
Newsome and
st one p.m.
Heather, and a new member,
Mrs. Eddie Hale.
Murray Art Guild will be
The next meeting will be
open from twelve noon to four
March 9 at one p.m. in the
p.m.
home of Mrs. Noble Fuqua
Friday. March 5
When shopping, remember
Murray Art Guild will be
that garments that require
open from twelve noon to four special
care or frequent
p.m.
cleanings are expensive to own.

2w-ev44-

Librarians Hold Meet Recently
a recent workshop she attended at the University
of
Kentucky
titled
"Revolutionary Reflections
Changing Images." Two
children's authors, F.N.
Monjo and Jean Fritz, were
guest lecturers and historical
books written by the authors
were discussed by the group.
The
librarians
also
discussed the value of
paperback books, duplicate
copies, and appropriate
reading
materials
for
minority groups.
Those attending were: Mrs.
Joan Wilson, Middle School
and the advantages over the Librarian and her student
U.S. system were discussed.
teacher Greta Nichols; Mrs.
Members present were Mrs. Margaret Terhune, University
Kenneth Carson, Mrs. Max School Librarian; Mrs. Ruth
Henry, Mrs. David McGinnis, Pasco, Robertson Elementary; Mrs. Willie Nell Farless,
Mrs. Rocky Shapla, Mrs.
Tommy Vance, Mrs. Bobby Carter Elementary; Mrs.
Ward, Mrs. Larry Ward, Mrs. Joanna Sykes, Calloway
County High Librarian; and
Robert Westerman, and Mrs.
Mrs. Kaye Lowe, Southwest
Roy Wyatt, members, and
Calloway
Elementary
Mrs. Liz Gewin, visitor.
Librarian.
Elementary and secondary
school librarians met Monday
evening, February 23, at the
home of Mrs. Margaret
Trevathan, Calloway County
Public
Librarian. The
librarians try to meet on a
regular basis to exchange
ideas and to discuss ways to
meet the reading needs of
children in the area.
Mrs. Trevathan reported on

Countryside Homemakers Club
Has Meet With Mrs. Larry Ward

Wilderness Family Not Included

1

Professional show of wood
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at carvings and bronze castle.
by Steve Greddis will be at
Lutheran Church.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery
Delta Department, Murray through March 31.
Woman's Club, will meet at
Show of watts by Anna
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Pvilik, Nancy Aiken, Janet
Tuesday, March
Blakefield, Maureen CrIbbs,
Calloway County Council on and Margaret Mister,from all
Drug Education will meet at over the United States, will
seven p.m. at the First open at the Clara M. Eagle
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Gallery and continue through
Main Streets.
March 31.

in
Refreshments
the
Valentine motif were served.
Other members present
were Iris Casteel, Dorval
Hendon, Rita Burton, Opal
Shoemaker, Alice Miller,
Jeremy McKeel, and Jay
Housden.
The next meeting will be
Lee-Oils Lassiter Circle of Methodist Church with a
held March 9at one p.m.at the Good Shepherd United potluck luncheon at noon.
home of Patsy Pittman.
Methodist Churhc will Meet
Saturday,March!
with Phyllis Roberts at 'even
Supper will be served at the
p.m.
United
Independence
Methodist Church starting at
Sixth annual Murray State five p. m. Cost will be $1.50
University Mardi Gras Fiesta plus dessert.
will be at the Waterfield
Student Union Building from Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
The Kappa Department of seven to ten p. m.
p.m.
the Murray Woman's Club
Murray Alumnae Chapter of
held its annual sweetheart
banquet at the club house on Sigma Alpha Iota will meet at
the home of Mrs. Eugene
Tuesday,February 10.
Fred
Overton,
head Berrill at seven p.m.
basketball coach at Murray
Murray Art Guild will be
State University, was the
featured speaker and en- open from noon to four p.m.
The home of Mrs. Larry
tertained with a humorous
Ward was the scene of the
Wednesday, March!
talk. He was introduced by
Nature's Palette Garden meeting of the Countryside
Mary Jo Bartholomy, vice- Club will meet at 1:30 p. m. at Homemakers Club held
chairman.
the Ellis Community Center. Thursday, February 12, at
Penny Warren, chairman of
ten a.m.
the department, presided and
Mrs. Bobby Ward, craft
Women of Oaks Country
welcomed the Kappa mem- Club will
play bridge at 9:30 a.' leader, demonstrated how to
bers and their special guests, in. Call Mrs. Allen Rose, 753- make quilted pillows during
the Kappa husbands.
the morning craft session. P
3690,for reservations.
Hostesses for the evening
Plans were made to parwere Linda Stockton, Doralyn
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens ticipate in the Tasting lunLanier, Judy
Baucum, will meet at the home of Jan cheon and to attend the spring
Beverly Spann, Jane Babb, Maddox at 1:30 p. m. Call 753- trip to Holly Springs, Miss.,on
Ann Carr, Lou Ann Philpot, 8193for information.
a tour of historic antebellum
and Geneva Giles.
homes.
Following a sack lunch Mrs.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at the Roy Wyatt led the club in a
devotion and recreational
church at seven p. m.
period.
Mrs. David McGinnis,
Mission organizations of
PARIS PATIENT
Flint Baptist Church will meet Issues and Concerns chairSandra D. Marr of Murray at seven p. in. at the church.
man, taught the
afhas been dismissed from the
ternoon lesson on "Think
Henry County General
Cherry Corner Baptist Metric." The reasons for
Hospital,Paris, Tenn.
Women, Baptist Young changing to the metric system
Women, and Acteens will
meet at the church at seven p.
PADUCAH PATIENT
m.
Mrs. William Valentine of
Murray has been dismissed
Murray Open Duplicate
from Lourdes Hospital,
Bridge Club will meet at seven
Paducah.
p. m.at Gleason Hall.

TONITE IS

S41 No Fluv

2-24-76
Adults 135
Nursery 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby
Girl
Bruckner
(Mother Mary), 714 College
Courts, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lucille King, 301 E.
Chesnut, Murray, Richard
Scott, 414 College Courts,
Murray, Clayton Fulton, Rt. 3,
Box 224, Murray, Mrs. Rita
Cummings, Rt. 8, Box 3012,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda Jones,
1501 aayshire, Murray, Mrs.
Rose Randolph and Baby Girl,
Rt.6, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.Estell
Paschall, Rt. 1, Murray,
Robert Crouch, Rt. 1, Murray,
Arthur Hanson, Rt. 2, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
Taylor, Almo.

Tuesday,March
Friday,March!
The KSALPN, District 17, Exhibits by Mary C. Ianwill meet at Westview Nursing idol, Louisville, Deborah K.
Home at seven p.in. Members Moore, Owensboro, Sandy
are urged to attend.
Wagner, photogrpahy,
Louisville, and Jim Clown,
Murray Assembly No. 19 painting, Corbin, will open at
Order of the Rainbow for Girls the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
will meet at the Masonic Hall Fine Arts Center, MSU, Mill
continue through March 17.
at seven p.m.

Club Holds

COMO

Hospital Report

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Special Program For
Library Wednesday

MILLER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Miller of
Murray Route Seven are the
parents of a baby boy, Justin
Bradley, weighing eight
pounds six ounces, born on
Saturday, February 14, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Tipton Miller of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin McIntyre of Calvert
City. A grandmother is Mrs.
Eunice Miller of Murray.

February 26, 1976
Adults 127
Nursery 2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Donnie S. Holland, Rt. 2,
Pembroke, Mrs. Cora M.
Smith, Rt. 8, Benton, Miss
Patricia L Fennell, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Phillip P. Carson, Rt.
1, Box 112, Farmington, Z. C.
Enix, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Brenda Satterwhite, Rt. 1, Box
28, Murray, Glen West, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Nadine Beane,
1300 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Erlene Higgins, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Darla Y. Lassiter, 117
Rayburn Dr., Benton, Mrs.
Cosy M. Phillips, Rt. 5,
Murray, Hemp M. Isabel, Rt.
1, Box 482, Springville, Tn.,
Rexie I. Davenport, Ftt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Olive M. Wilson,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Prudye
Adams, Rt. 2, Hazel, Genie B.
Adams, Rt. 2, Hazel, Gingles
Wallis, 810 Olive, Murray,
Miss Mary H. McCubiton, 316
N.6th., Murray.

PUPPET
Memorial
various ch
the puppe

Buttery Soft
Genuine leather sole.
All day comfort For only $1800
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Black
Helen Taricia O'Nan, a 21year old senior Home
Economics major at Murray
State, will present a program
on "Cake Decorating Made
Simple" at the Calloway
County Public Library,
Wednesday, March 3, at 10:00
a.m.
Miss O'Nan is the present
"Miss Murray State" and a
student councilor in Regents
Dorm. This past summer she
competed in the Miss Kentucky Pagent where she won
the fourth runner-up award
for her performance on a
unicycle. Her hobbies are:
deer hunting, sewing, and
fencing, and she holds two
fencing titles in her home
state of New Mexico. She was
also awarded "Outstanding
Home Economics Student" at
Sandia High School in

Paris Road
Club Meets
At Gee Home
Mrs. Mary Alice Gee was
hostess for the February
meeting of the Paris Road
Homemakers Club held at her
home with the president, Mrs.
Topsy Brandon,presiding.
"Making Pillows" was the
subject of the lesson presented
by Mrs. Margaret Roach.
Mrs. Lucille Grogan read
the scripture from Psalms
31:16 and the thought for the
month on "Stand silently and
watch the world go by and it
will."
Members answered the roll
call with their favorite
sayings. Mrs. Amy Wilson
directed the recreation.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Gee. Also present
were Mrs. Mavis Gibbs, Mrs.
Ola McIntosh, Mrs. Alice
Steely, Mrs. Ina Nesbitt, Miss
Reble Steely, Mrs. Lucille
hart, Mrs. Della Taylor, and
Mrs. Blaine White, members,
and Miss Heather Grogan,
visitor.
The next meeting will be
with Mrs. Robert Blalock on
March 9at one p.m.

,

Albuquerque.
At present, Miss O'Nan is
doing her student teaching at
the Murray High School Home
Economics Department.
"We are pleased to present
a talented young person such
as Helen,and we wish to invite
all interested public, as well
as the parents of children
attending Story Hour," a
library spokesman said.

Hush

Rappieti
Hot out of the oven and frosted in each snotty colons Hush Puppies* slip-os
will make you,feet fee terrific no stetter hos,long you, day iamb And.,Sc
It by adding such things se the soft flesibety of s genuine Waeftwo
loam cueleoning end S steel shank support

nOt
Shoe Store

lagIN

Caere Sew-

•
aaesic spectator sportswear
at its best.
Soh Chinosserie mandarin jacket
with eyelet embroidery detailing
Coordinating fly front
back -lactic pant.
Made more beautiful In
92% Treeless polyester, II% silk.
Mandarin Jacket
Pant
Sizes 8- 18.
For all of your fine
Komi isf California sportswear
we recommend wishing
in gentle ail'
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Puppet Ministry For
Church Gives Program

Report
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fcCuiston, 316
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PUPPET MINISTRY—Lynda Perrin, Mark Cunningham, and Alan Shaeffer of the
Memorial Baptist Church are shown with some of the puppets they use in programs at
various churches, schools, and civic clubs. In the bottom photo is a closeup of three of
the puppets as photographed by Gerald Carter.

meeting, held at the home of
Mrs. June Cottrell, were:
Mesdames - Jane Rogers,
Kaye
Outland,
Margo
McIntosh, Frances Vance,
Nadine Beane, Mona Shaeffer,
Barbara Chilcutt, Norma
Perrin, Wilma Billington,
Becky Hampton, and June
Cottrell, hostess.
Refreshments in
the
Valentine motiff were served
at the conclusion a the
meeting.
The next meeting will be
,held in conjunction with the
Week of Prayer at the church
March 8-12.

Story Home
Scene For
Club Meet

The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held its
February meeting in the home
of Mrs. Raymond Story with
the president, Mrs. Garland
Hutson, presiding.
Mrs. Viola McReynolds
gave the devotion. Following
the roll call announcements
were made of the county
homemakers trip to Holly
Springs, Miss., on April 22 and
the tasting luncheon on April
30
The lesson on "The Metric
System" was presented by
Mrs. Hutson and Mrs. Jack
Brown who stressed that we
The Baptist Men of the must learn the metric system
Sinking Spring Church met at because In a few years our
the Triangle Inn at seven p.m. country will be using it.
on Monday, February 23, for
The craft on "Quilted
the regular meeting with Pillows" was given by Mrs.
twenty-one persons present.
Billy Rex Paschall and Mrs.
Rudell Parks led the Ronnie Jackson who showed a
opening prayer, David pillow that was finished and
Smotherman, the director one that was still 'being
welcomed the new members quilted.
"
Raymond
guest,
and
Mrs. Bob Orr led the
brought
the recreational period. RefreshCrawford
devotion and Jim Neale read ments were served by Mrs.
the minutes and gave the Story.
treasurer's report.
Other members present
The men took as a project to were Mrs. Nina Craig, Mrs.
visit all the shut-ins in the Ellis Ross Paschall, Mrs.
church,each month.
Hilda Orr, Mrs. Gerald
J. W. Williams was the Paschall, Mrs. Jackie Butspeaker for the meeting. He terworth, and Mrs. Clifton
urged the men to get involved Jones.
in serving the Lord.
The next meeting will be
The men will meet the last held March 10 at one p.m. at
Monday night in each month the home of Mrs. Jackie
at the Triangle Inn.
Butterworth.

Sophist Men Of
Sinking Spring
Hold Melding

The 1611.urri_st,_
Ledger fet ruses

ii

The Puppet Ministry of
Memorial Baptist Church
program
provided
the
recently for the Betty Sledd
Mission Group of that church.
the
in
Participating
program were Lori Vaughn,
Linda Perrin and Alan
Shaeffer, who performed four
numbers with the Sesame
Street Puppets.
The puppet ministry was
originated several monthsago
and has performed for-ether
churches, at the Calloway
County Fair, and LoadBetween the Lakes Campers
Fair.
Made up of the young people
of the church, and under the
direction of Ron Hampton, the
group provides programs of
secular and religious emphasis, and are available for
churches, schools, and civic
clubs.
The devotion "Being Your
Own Person" was given by
Barbara Chilcutt, followed by
prayer. Becky Haznpton led
the group in making tray
favors for the patients of
Westview Nursing Home.
In attendance at the

Connie Lyons
Is Honored
At Shower

The 'Inside' Counts
For Women Readers
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR READERS: Yesterday, my column included the
first half of the results of my reader survey on what women
first notice about men. ("Physique" won first place,
capturing 58 per cent of the vote, with "grooming" —including attire —a close second and eyes third.
Here are the rest of the results:
After eyes came the "smile," including the teeth. Women
in every state and Canada expressed more interest in the
'smile" than the responding men did.
Next the voice. Those who said they first notice a man's
voice remarked that they find a deep, resonant voice most
appealing.
About one per cent said they first notice "tell-tale
jewelry," such as a wedding ring, a friendship ring, a
necklace, bracelet, as • "sign" that he is "taken." (An
Arkansas women wrote, "A man who would allow a
possessive women to hang such obvious *keep-off' signs on
him is weak and immature. She can ha-vs him!"
A Tucson woman expressed it typically: "First, I notice
how he's built, then the expression in his eyes, then whether
he's well-groomed or not, but the most significant part of a
man is his reaction to ME! If he shows an interest in me, I
want to know him better. "His line of conversation soon
tells me all I need to know. Does he talk about himself, or
does he ask me questions about myself? Egotistical men
talk about themselves. Generous men ask questions. If he
talks about others, is be kind"? Does he gossip?
"Does he ever say, 'I don't know'? (I like• man who is
quick to admit that he doesn't have all the answers.) Is he
profane? Is he intelligent? Is he bigoted? Is he informed?
After 10 minutes, I know whether I like him or not."
Most women who wrote that what they first notice about
a man is his packaging assured me that it is what's on the
Inside that counts. Letter after letter emphasized that what
usually attracts a woman to a man is not necessarily what
holds her interest.
Women placed much more importance on "behavior"
than the men did in their survey.
- A Washington Star reader put it eloquently: "The first
thing I notice about a man is his attitude toward others. A
man who respects himself will show respect for others. A
gentle man will listen. An unselfish man will not interrupt.
A considerate man will defer. A spiritual man will not use
the name of the Lord in vain. A clean-minded man will not
offend others by vulgar language.
"When I look at a man, I don't look at his 'build,' his
clothing, his shoes or even his face to see if he is handsome
physically; I look at his 'soul' by listening to him. And if he
is spiritual, considerate, unselfish, clean and respectable, he
is a beautiful man. Worth knowing better. And perhaps
worth loving."
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (260 envelope

Miss Connie Lyons, March
6th bride-elect of Larry
Evans, was honored with a
household shower on Saturday, February 21, with Mrs.
Donna Boyd, Mrs. Sarah
Edwards, Mrs. Betty Dodd,
and Mrs. Betty Travis as
hostesses.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a denim
wrap skirt and matching
striped blouse. She was
presented a corsage of blue
and yellow daisies by the
hostesses.
A color scheme of light blue
and yellow was used to
decorate the room. Bonnie
Lyons presided at the register.
Games were played with
Mrs. Audra Moody and Mrs.
Doris Rose winning the prizes.
Mrs. Faye Sykes won the door
prize. They presented their
gifts to the honoree.
Refreshments of punch,
cake, mints, and nuts were
served from a table overlaid
with blue and yellow.
Approximately fifty persons
attended the shower or sent
gifts.

Shape-Up
For Spring!
Now's the time to take
off those extra poisids
and inches. Start now to
be sleek and slim for
fun
and
summer
fashions.
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Murray Appliance Sales MID Service
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We at Murray Appliance believe that
SERVICE is an intregral part of our sales
Program.

QUENTELL OSBORN and wife Nelda have 3
children and has been repairing TVs including
GE for 25 years

ul in
yester, 8% silk.

*95% of all service calls completed the day they
are called in.
*We stock a complete line of GE parts at all times in house.
*All servicemen factory trained by
General Electric Co.
*We consider oN your service problems important.

Irort,Wea r
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When next you have on appliance floats
giving you problems. call 753-1586
TED CUNNINGHAM and wife Rondo have 2
children and Ted has been with Murray Appliance since our opening 4 years ago. Ted
has 9 years experience.

les
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GARY CUNNINGHAM'S wife is named Porn
Gory hos been with Murray Appliance since
opening 4 years ago. Gory has 7 years service
exporter, P

All are full time, factory trained servicemen
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Simple, Easy Finance Terms at Bank Rates

Murray Appliance Co.
it? I Yn

Owners Howard Coy & John Sommons Prme 753 1:86
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Garrott's Galley

"Low Down,,
By JOE CRUMP

By M.C. Garrott

(4 Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Conorenional Record Daily)
Donated Blood Would
Be Tax Deductible
/
REP. EDWARD I. KOCH (N.Y.)"...I
Z: am concerned that the Nation has yet to
i, develope a blood collection policy which
will secure an adequate amount of
blood for our medical needs...
"The FDA supports an all-volunteer
approach to blood collection because it
believes that blood-for-pay programs
collect an inferior quality and even a
dangerous type of blood. Rates of post
i, transfusion hepatitis from commercial
'
donations are 3 to 10 times higher than
I from
,
voluntary donations. However,
$ the Council on Wage and Price Stability
recently opposed FDA's position as
leading to highly priced transfusions
and even critical shortages. The
:Council concluded that —
!
, Surely, there must be instances
I where marginally inferior blood is
;preferable to no Wood at all.
I "I do not accept the proposition that
i we must choose between shortages of
/blood and a supply of inferior quality

I

I

I

10 Years Ago
The Murray State University Rifle
'Team wrapped up the coveted Kentucky League Rifle Championship by
defeating the University of Louisville
t and Western Kentucky State College in
t a three-way match held at Western.
;Capt. James Perkins is Murray coach.
; Winners in the Murray Woman's
g Club's contests pictured were Mrs. Don
?Keller, adult sewing, Kim Eddie
:Pennington, student music, Dorothy
Alice Swann, student sewing, Jimmy
Hopkins, student art, and Mrs. Ross
tMcClain,adult knitting.
Two members of the Baptist Student
Union at Murray State have been
t)iiected by the Kentucky BSU to serve
as summer missionaries. They are
'tty Ray of Murray in Jamaica and
obert ladder of Owensboro in
ammo.
Armin L Clark, assistant professor
geology at Murray State University,
been awarded a science faculty
ellowship by the National Science
oundation for one year of graduate
udy in geology. He will enter the
niversity of Kentucky in September
will be granted a leave of absence
Murray until September 1967.

20 Years Ago
Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Murray, will be one
of the principal speakers at four
Baptist Conferences on Stewardship
and Evangelism in Eastern Kentucky
March 12-16.
I Howie Crittenden, high scoring ace
°for Murray State Thoroughbreds, is
t shown
receiving the keys to his new
1956 Fairlane automobile from John
Parker of Parker Motors, local Ford
dealer. Crittenden just completed the
fabulous college career in basketball
becoming the highest scorer in Kentucky history in college play.
Deaths reported include Mrs. T. 0.
Turner, age 83, and Randall Edward
'Boyle,age three days.
4 Alin° beat North Marshall and Lynn
Grove beat Hardin games in the Fourth
District High School Basketball
,Tournament. McNeely for Lynn Grove
ihit for 24 points.
6 Showing at the Varsity Theatre Is
/"Man With
th The Gun" starring Robert
and Jan Sterling.

!
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On the wall still keeping perfect time
is a big school-type clock, bought when
the building was built 75 years ago. A
cash register, bought new in 1913,is still
in use,as is an adding machine,the age
of which no one knows. A Burroughs
machine, its working parts are enclosed in glass. A 50-year-old Underwood typewriter sits nearby, still in
constant use.
The store's stock today ranges from a
tiny needle for a sewing machine to
farm gates. No one knows how many
different items are in stock, although
a careful running inventory is maintained on each one.
In the early days, the Beales'
buggies, made in Henderson, and
Kargis wagons, made in Hopkinsville,
were big sellers. These were kept on the
second floor, pushed up and pulled
down a ramp which was a favorite
skating place for children in the neighborhood. The buggies sold new for $75.
++++++
Until World War II, the Beales
handled groceries and the store was a
favorite place for farmers, as well as a
lot of townspeople, to eat lunch. The 4th
Monday in March was the biggest trade
day of the year, and it was held just
outside the store on 3rd between Main
and Walnut. A luncheon favorite was a
can of salmon fixed up." This meant
the salmon was dumped into a bowl,
sprinkled with vinegar and served with
crackers. A lot of fruit and sardines
also were eaten, and people used to line
up at noon for a hunk of cheese cut from
a big hoop Ins corner of the store.
++++++
Those days are gone.
Now we buy our nails by the nail
rather than by the pound. We eat highcaloried lunches amid carpeted airconditioned surroundings or gulp down
a hamburger at some fast-service
place. A lot of people would think we
were lazy or shiftless if we spent much
time around the old stove.
It's all kind of sad in a way as we
watch a generation and a way of life
slip beyond the horizon of time. Even
so, I find it kind of refreshing to go up to
Beale's, to sit in one of the old,straightbacked chairs by the pot-bellied stove,
and think about how it was when we
didn't go at such break-neck speed and
bow much more meaningful life
seemed to be back yotuider in the days
of our youth.

The nostalgic strain in my makeup
glows with memories whenever I go
blood...
into Beale's Hardware on the corner of
"My bill, H.R. 582, would encourage
3rd and Main. It reminds me of the
middle-income wage earners to
country store at Julian in west
regularly and voluntarily donate blood
Christian County where I used to go as a
by offering the tax incentive of a
imall boy with my uncle.
deduction of $25 the pint, with a limit of
It reminds me of the hardware store
$125 per annum. Present IRS law
in Mayfield where I bought my first .22
regards blood donation as one of
rifle and my Elgin bicycle with the mud
"services" rather than of "property,"
flaps and toolbox — both at a dollar
thus denying the deduction. Is it not
down and a dollar a week.
ironic that a $25 donation to the Red
The other day I just stopped for a few
Cross is tax deductible, but a money
minutes at Beale's and visited with
deduction for having given of one's
Boody and Mildred Russell, in whose
blood Is not allowed?"
family the business has been since it
"There are some who are opposed to
was founded in 1897 by Mrs. Russell's
many of the deductions as loopholes
grandfather, A. B. (Uncle Almon)
and are wary of putting more in. I
Beale, and her father, Tremon. Mr.
agree. I think we should get rid of the
Almon died in 1937 at the age of 89; Mr.
loopholes which soley benefit the rich
Tremon in 1967 at 92.
and which give us no broader social
++++++
benefit.
We
are
getting
Unique circumstances surround the
something—good red blood out of the
beginning of the business. A great
veins of all people, whatever their intrader, Mr. Almon had bought out "a
come. A safe blood supply will decrease
stock of goods" from somebody.
the danger and price of transfusions...
Tremond, who had been teaching
"Is it not shameful that we now have
school in Marshall County, had his
to rely on skid-row derelicts and drug
heart set on going to medical school and
addicts to sell their often diseased
had saved his money toward that goal.
blood' "
"Son, we'll just buy this stock of
+++++
goods and sell 'em," Mr. Almon is
believed to have said, "and you can
CRUMP'S GRASS
apply the profit toward your medical
ROOTS COMMENT
Seventeen States have no laws school money." But once the two of
regulating blood banks. As far back as them got into the business, no op1970, the HEW Center for Disease portunity to sell it came along. Selling
Control reported 52,583 cases of serum and restocking repeatedly, they just
hepatitis from contaminated blood stayed with it.
The first store was on the southeast
collected under the blood-for-pay
corner of the court square, where the
programs. Today, hepatitis from
One-Hour Cleaners is today. Then it
contaminated blood is no idle threat.
was moved to the present location when
another store was bought and the stocks
combined. The present building, a
picturesque one, was built in 1900.
In earlier days, the store, whose
telephone number was a simple "36,"
stayed open until 10 p. m. to acMaybe all candidates should wear cornmodate
the farmers, who, in the
uniforms identifying their sponsors like
fields from dawn to dark, had to come
they do in the Little League. At least
to town at night for supplies.
we'd know with whom they're playing
"Many a time Daddy had to get up in
ball.
the middle of the night to go to the
store," Mrs. Russell said. "This caused
The important thing about the drift in
him to come up with the slogan: 'We
New Hampshire is — don't be under it.
Never Sleep." Until 1958, the family
home, a house built in 1870, waslocated
Weather prediction: Hot rhetoric,
just agross Main Street from the store,
followed by cold shoulder, stiffness in
where the municipal parking lot is now.
the joints — and head colds for
Boody, Mildred and their two daughters
everybody.
lived there until it made way for the
parking lot.
Ronald Reagan has promised not to
++++++
say any more dumb things which
Near the middle of the store, although
means there Is no possible way he can
now fired by natural gas, is a huge potget space in the newspapers.
bellied stove, the same type and size as
• the ones that have been there through
Ford can't understand why Reagan
the years. This was a favorite gathering
wants to run for President when it's so
place for farmers and "general
much easier to become a congressman
loafers"
for years. It was known as
and keep your mouth shut.
"the only place in Murray where you
And let's not forget Hubert Hum- could get warm" on a cold winter's day.
phrey anymore than we have to.
"That generation is about gone now,"
Humphrey just taped a bicentennial
Boody said the other day. "nobody
hour. It was actually a bicentennial hangs around much any more.
minute, but the interviewer made the
Everybody is too busy rushing
mistake of asking him how he felt. around."
Halfway through the sound boom
walked out.

Funny
Funny World

Bible Thought
Ye are the light of the world. A
city that is set on a hill can not be
hid. Matthew 5:14.
The gospel is like a beacon light
that guides our lives. We can be a
light for others as we live the gospel.
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Letter To The Editor

A Trip To Beale's Is Like
Going Into Another Era

FROM THE

Congressional
Record

+4

Franc

Support For Harris
To the editor:
In the late 1800's there occured in this
country a more or less unique event.
That was the creation of a third
political party. Obviously, there is
nothing unique about a third party.
However, this particular party was
different. It was unique In that it
represented a popular, grass roots
movement to change the developing
nature of American society.
Under the label of Populist, this party
enjoyed a large measure of success, as
compared to other third party
movements. Several Populist governors, senators and congressmen were
elected. In addition, in 1896, and again
in 1900, the Populist made strong bids
for the presidency of the United States.
What made the Populist so popular?
Basically, it was their contention that
an aristocratic class was developing in
the United States. Industrialist, grain
dealers, food processors, and the like,
were accumulating immense wealth,
while the average man suffered. The
rich were getting richer and the poor,
poorer.
Based on this contention, the Populist
began their attack on the "upper
class." Composed mainly of farmers in
the South and Mid-west,(with many
supporters in this area), the Populist
began a political revolution. Their goals
were based on the simple Jeffersonian
ideal of, "Equal rights for all; special
privileges for none."
The Populist movement began nearly
a century ago, but their beliefs are still
valid, and our current economic
situation proves it. While the real income of the average American family
has gone down, the profits of the major
corporations are up. During the "fuel
shortage," when prices for all types of
fuel reached their highest levels in

history, and the budgets of American
families were strained to the breaking
point, fuel company profits reached
unheard-of levels. The cost of .health
care is increasing at an unbelievable
rate. The list of social and economic
problems goes on. In fact, these
problems are only the tip of the iceberg,
and the people know it.
The problems that face American
society are serious, and very few people
seem to have any solutions. Our
national leaders carry on business as
usual. Candidates for public office are
neatly packaged by public relations and
advertising people and sold to the
American people much as a can ofsoup
would be. They speak in lofty terms
about how they want to restore public
confidence in government after
Watergate. They speak in abstract
terms about foreign affairs, welfare,
the economy, law and order, equal
rights, and so on. Yet, they offer no
clear plans or solutions to Americas
pressing problems.
One man, however, isn't relying on
mere
rhetoric.
Fred
Harris,
Democratic candidate for President, is
offering real alternatives and solutions.
His beliefs are founded on the Populist
principles of the late 1800's. His plans
and programs are clearly defined. He is
not offering rhetoric, he is offering
solutions.
A Fred Harris for President
organizaiton now exists in Murray. If
you would like to know more about the
man and his ideas, call 753-0362 or 7538808. Please, take a few minutes and
learn about Fred Harris. Help take the
government out of the hands of the
special interests and return it to the
people.
Tom Monarch
217S. 15th St.
Murray,Ky.
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The politician who succeeds best is he
who charms, arouses, excites, amuses
and confuses the voters so that for a
time before Election Day they find
themselves prevented from minding
their'own business, which is to keep the
rascal out of office.
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Let's Stay Well

l‘irman
Arizona

How Many Hours Sleep?
Many persons fret needles*
use their sleep require
vary fran those of a
or relative Daft try to
up with the Jones& in
despite habits. Their rest
Illy be qsite different
yours
f. The notion is widespread that
tlnrost
ours
t
everyone needs eight
of reat each right. Such is
not true. Sleep requirements
tay at different ages and under
dfferent circumstances for the
same person. Seep needs may
vary significantly among indiv iduais.
The greatest variations in
sleep axis in rang Wants(10
o 22 hours per day) sod aged
persons (five to 12 hair& Normal. healthy adults have been
observed to feel well on three to
four hours of deep
• Some authorities believe that
a person's type of paionality
may be related to sleep rewire-arm The anxiou* insecure in-

l
3

dividual often requires more
sleep than the calm. deciiive
man or woman.
While the occasional use of a
sedative may be indicated and
prove beneficial, its regular we
to force deep is poor practice. In
fact, a sedative loses its effectiveness if used repeatedly, often
maiung insomnia worse If insomnia persists, it may be a sign
that something is wrong(such as
a depression) and that peaksMona care by a physician is
seeded.
Regular habits of euercise and
mitring at appratimetely the
same hour are usually conducive to sleep.
How many houn should you
deep She question reminds me
of a similar uestion put to
Abraham Lincoln about how
long a man's legs Mould be, to
which he reworded that they
MOM feat% ROM his soot to Ow
ground. You should deep min-

artily so that you function effectively the following day. regardless of whether you dept six or 10
/sours
Q. Mn A.P. asks why her husband must be so careful aboit
P is potasiurn while he is taking
medicine for high blood possure
A: High blood premiere(hyper •
tension) usually is associated
with a tendency to retain ewes
fluid in the body. lids fluid re
Motion is brought about by
sodium which has been taken
into the body in floods and fluids
-.Medication (a diiretic) which
eliminates some of the =burn
with 'the excess water also
causes and excretion of
potassium which can be
replaced by one of several
medecines as well as by foods
and fluids containing potamium
Lao Mood levels of plassium
are usually associated with
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Isn't It The Truth

By P.J.L Blesingarne. M.D.

Your Ii
Hon

OPINION PAGE

TUCSON,
serving at
AFB, Ariz.,
Air Commai
First Class
1611 Dodson

BL-ASINGAME
muscular weiamess and a 'nue
of fatigue.

Airman

A new view of social security

Q: Mr. SS.. who has lower
back and leg pain, wants to
know why the government
removed the injection medication from the market
A. The Food and Drug Atimini st ration (FDA) removed
chyrnopapin from the market
because studies by competent
authonties in several medical
centers who used the drug
proved that injections of it into
the spinal discs were no more
helpful than the injection of a
normal salt solSion Since the
medication was ineffective. it
was taken off the market Many
backaches recover spoiltaneoudy, and such recoveries
may have accounted for the
Walla which appeared to he
asessiMad wan early interim
treatments with chyrnopopm

Now your social security check
can be deposited directly into your
checking or savings account,
without worry about losing it or
having it stolen.
We can arrange to have your
social security money automatically

deposited into youi- aeons* on the
same day you would have received
It.
Ask any of our tellers and we'll
make the arrangements for
maximum security for your social
security.

PEOPLES BANK •
g
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FOR WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 3, 1174
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
*bat your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to A.20)
Avoid cynics and pessimists.
Review past test periods: They
Mid the same challenges, and
mere. Past procedures may be
the key to this day's action.
TAURUS
(Ace. 21 to May 21) tii
4?
Mixed infbiences. Some the
advantages possible, but it will
be important to watch the
Midget and not overcommit
yourself to future expenditures.
GEMINI
(May 92 to June 21) Mir
Mercury
is extremely
generous. Especially favored:
all those in the writing and
journalistic fields; advertising
and promotional interests;
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) e(2)
Keep your plans to yourself
now.If revealed, you are sure to
face interference and objections. Be especially secretive
about any ideas you have
regarding finances.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Superiors are now likely to be
Intrigued by your highly
original ideas. In presenting,
stress your innately dynamic

•

.wf

Men's Mesh
Football Jersey

N

(0)
Vt

Frances Drake

Support your favorite college
team with these football Jerseys
bearing the school's name ..

r 11)01

ROSES 407
SPECIAL
PRICE
a --44leivell

-

Boys' Mesh

.•

Football Jersey
000°—
;44.
44

ROSES 387
SPECIAL
PRICE

off <•••••••••

A
.
• .
••••••. •.
••
•••••".

Jr. Boys' Mesh
Football Jersey
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

CAROLINA c,

t-,

232

Ripley's "Behove It or Not"...

Choose from dozens of colors and college
favorites Men's sizes S, M, L it XL; Boys'
sizes 8 to 18; and Junior Boys' sizes 4 to 7.

MEN
'
S

KNIT SHIRTS

444a

101
ch.
=
(Aug. 24 to Sept. El)
Some may encourage you to
Indulge in extravagance. If
wise, however, you'll do some
Inancial retrenching instead.
LIBRA
(Sept, 24 to Oct. 23)
A good friend may help you to
advance a pet project now.
Your own ideas, too, should be
highly imaginative — and
-Masible, as well.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'eV'
Stellar influences somewhat
mixed. In all situations, rely
upon knowledge intelligently
nought, and upon good advice.
Do not depend solely on your
own ideas.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Generous Jupiter influences
now stimulate your endeavors
and your aspirations for future
attainment. This is no time to
rest on past laurels. Put forth
best efforts.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
An old financial problem can
be solved now, so devote day to
this task. Then, with clearer
Mind, you can go on to new
interests, renewed vigor for
current undertakings.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Planetary restrictions lift
now and you can safely conude negotiations, agreements
any kind. Romance and
reative interests also favored.

•••••

Short sleeve_
100% cotton, Rebore 299
Ripley's "Bellew It or Not" ouYIPL.
knit *WA. Handsome selection LOW
of Ripley's works and colors.
PRICE
Men's sizes S.141, L

Prices Good Wed.-Sat.
Central Shopping Cntr.

Ladies
Short-Sleeve

Tee-Shirts

rs,a

4.
imes

I. payable •n

way County
loid, Udall°
ond Paris,
$ 15.00
lostinations,

moms

100% Polyester
Double Knit

lotion

Material

"
..4
.
444•181
„

Print St Solids
Large Selection
To Choose From
Roses
Low
Price

•A

egiere

Feb. 20 to tdar. 20) X L.•
tsace your confidence in hard
rather than "feelings"
in discussions with others,
'don't be overly imaginative.
you could read too much into
' words.
BORN TODAY are an
hlremely talented individual
and, once you find the right
niche, shine brightly in your
field and accomplish brilliantly.
When you waver, you become
confused and let good oppose you by. Your
Ce
rd:iistence and persistence
fit you for MINT responsible
work. Your progressiveness,
artistry and love of harmony
pre outstanding. Overcome
tendencies toward stubbornness, anxiety. Mathematics,
invention, engineering, armimic and Jour=eit your talents. BirthAlexander Graham
Bate
Bell and George M. Pullman,
Inventors; Jean Harlow, screen
star.

w la

Roses Low Price200

SAVINGS

Pants
Several Colors To
Choose from
Rog. 5.99

MISS YOUR PARRI
febooribere wee hove eel
reneged lb* bessimbellverted
espy of The lbw* Wyse
MINN by Sae P- a- Mmilir"
Miley w by 6,311 p. S. es
Weeder we wind le ail
7113-11116 Whose 5,35p.
11118•6,4411*.
mei 6 p.
NW 4p. et.
p.
or
Siesnisys, awe Mike*
el the awaspepar. Cd.it
I. pissed * 6 It• S.
dope at Sp. Solvetioys
gelreetes 6011oiry.

I

Save
135

ROSES

Ladies
Pre-Washed

Jeans
Prows:hod for Look
Of Being Worn
WO% Stretch Nylon

Boys' Slack Sets
94
,ThherelatcXrdin=stYic:Iscg
ROSES
LOW

4

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

SET

PRICE

Lemon Refreshed...

Rog. 11.17

Girls' Stretch 28-Fluid Ounce
Knee-Hi Socks
MR. CLEAN
SPECIALR 780

Three matching styles...

Sues 2 to 4

444

_

44,

-411

Toddler Boys' Slack sets.

•

0
.4

to,
„4001.0,

r

TUCSON, Ariz. — Now
serving at Davis-Monthan
AFB, Ariz., with a Strategic
Air Command unit is Airman
First Class Steve G. Geurin of
1611 Dodson,Murray.
Airman Geurin, a security
was
specialist,
police
previously assigned at Galena
Airport, Alaska.
The airman is a 1974
graduate of Murray High
Schaal.

Ladies
Knit

ARE HERE AT .

ii

hirman Geurin At
Arizona Air Base

100%,
Stretch ftyloa

•••••••••••••••••

1116)

Preis, Ken•d Southern

Never-Iron
Machine
Washable

••••••...

c
4

8"

PRICE

PAIR

Girls' 100% stretc.n nylon knee-hi socks in a
huge selection of colors Sizes 6 to 11

Lemon refreshed aN

dsree. kw
° oun
f*Ora, mils,everythine2rksod

EXTRA SUPER SAVINGS!
,.

44158

5k 1445541

o o $$$$ $

t

Coupon Good

March 3-6

Peak, Toothpaste
NG

trwcurazziazard. 100
etw"
of=his rtretr

2/1®

SAVE EXTRA WITH THIS COUPO

PRICE GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY
o

oooI

ROSES SPECIAL PRICE

sopa

Net Wgt. 10 oz.

•al,

March 3 •

Overnight-Cleaning
Save
74'

!!
1111-:

Coupon Good

Coupon Good
March 3 - 6

•
•

1111 Dow Oven Cleaner
Reg..87

oo 0000

1,8,4.141141.141,1148.141,041.1,14141.1411...o 0000 o41
.
1•

rinz
vri

In

.

.r.SARAN WRA

38*

NOSES SPECIAL PRICE

gm

•

•

Ca'yorn
uAT
er
:

•

(net

oven shraroolVeq

•
•

•

SAVE EXTRA WITH THIS COUPO

PRICE GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY
00000

•

000

o

4'4'. •.

SAVE
7:

EXTRA WITH THIS COUPO

PRICE QOM WITH COUPON ONLY
'
el I • 114

$

o1‘411.
1481

Ies'176
.11.
'
i s•I
'
.
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4 4941071,
1.
'
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Physical Education And
Sports Week Proclaimed
Murray Mayor John Ed
Scott has proclaimed the week
of March 1-7 as "Physical
Education and Sports Week"
in support of a national
program designed to increase
public awareness of the need
for a physical activity for
parsons of all ages. Mayor
Scott's proclamation was
made to coincide with
National Physical Education
and Sports Week announced
earlier by the Physical
Education Public Information
Program.(PEP!), a council of
the American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation(AAHPER).
Mrs. Dianne O'Brien,
president of the Kentucky
Association of AAHPER and a
Reidland High School physical
education teacher, is coordinating Physical Education
and.SPOtts Week activities in
Western Kentucky. "In our
schools we want every boy and
girl to learn at least one
lifetime sport and to get
started early thinking about
physical activity as a part of
their lifetime plan," Mrs.
O'Brien said.
The PEPI project began
about four years ago when it
became apparent that many
parents and other school
"decision makers" had not
been made aware of the new
approaches to physical
education. These approaches,
ircStIM, involve movement
education in elementary
school
stressing
basic

Covington Population
Me Be Tripled Soon
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Officials here now believe that
this northern Kentucky city's
population may be tripled in
the next few years and more
than 10,000 new taxpayers
added to the rolls through
annexation after a recent
court victory.
The state Supreme Court
recently confirmed the
argument by Covington officials that, at least in some
cases, annexation may be
decided on a first-come, firstserve basis. The decision
allowed the city's claim to
2.,400 additional acres and
1,400 more residents to stand.
Although annexed residents
are still challenging the case,
the ruling would allow the
sixth class city of Taylor Mill
to lose $30,000 a year in tax
revenue and its population to
CO.vington.

physical skills, coordination
and problem-solving, and the
teaching of lifetime sports
with students in middle and
secondary school choosing
from a wide range of
possibilities.
At all levels personalized
learning and the individual's
development of positive selfconcept are hallmarks of a
quality program. As one
school describes its goal,
"Every child is a winner...self-directed,
resourceful, creative...aware of the
body and what it can
do...awake to the joy and
value of physical activities...appreciative of the
self and one's own contributions."

Prices Good Thru Tuesday, March 10, 1976

OPI
101

Sirloin Tip or
Rump Roast- - Lb. $ 1

KELLY'Si

Vie!

New Contract

E.

U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS

Is Approved

Pot Roast

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Striking employes of the
Distillers
Brown-Foreman
here have approved a new
contract, ending a plant
shutdown that began Jan.21.
Workers were to begin
returning to the job with the
midnight shift Sunday, but a
company spokesman said that
full production isn't expected
before the middle of the week.
The 33-month contract calls
for an immediate seven per
cent and 21 cents pay hike and
six per cent raises in 1977 and
1978.
The contract affects some
600 workers.

Mai

Lb.

SLAB SLICED
$1

Bacon- CUBE STEAK
IN-THE-PIECE

18

1.01 79

KLEEMADE

;
Lb.59

BOLOGNA

Chapter To Push For
More Black Officials

PINT
NOR
CHIL

REELFOOT•ALL BEEF

Wieners12 oz.• ••

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky chapter of the
National Black Political
Assembly will push for more
employment, youth programs
and election of more black
officials during the group's
national convention in Cincinnati March 17-21.
The Kentucky chapter will
send 45 delegates to the
convention.
Freedom from anxiety is
one of the most important
factors in successful aging
and encourages remaining at
work until late in life, according to a study by the
Boston outpatient clinic of the
VA. Involving 2,000 men over
a 12-year period, the study
shows anxious people tend to
want to retire younger while
more calm and stable men
prefer to retire at an older
age.

5.1
7A

U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS

U.S. CHOICE

FIELD'S•1 Lb. PKG.

CHEF 134

Bologna

MINI I
HAW/

The Econ-O-Line

GIANT SIZE

by Janice

REG. PRICE ... $1.36
***** *****

CD,
Cat:
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Bathroom
Tissue
** 4 ROLL PKG.

.4•00
, LO CAL "GREEN TOP"
GALLON 4
129-

11
1

BUNNY
FISKE GOLDEN EGG
as seen on TV.
sheen with each pair of
NED GOOSE SHOES

Get your
above. Yo
throe will

Hard Rolls

A bamboo.
Or bool

PAW

Applesauce

SWEE

NAPII

303 CAN
*****'
*

WHTIT

Potatoes
20 LB. BAG

es

****
*

4t .• .st

BLEA4
FRESH YELLOW•

BATHE

SQUASH

MR. E

RED WINESAP

APPLES- - -

Sim
car(
No

CRISP

Bes
low

CELERY N.
TH1S WEEKS
Infants 5/
1
2-1
Boys i/
1
2-3

..

BANKROLL AWARD

Twotone leather with neat detailing, good-looking
welt sole and a great-favorite heel .
he'll want it
on sight! Good for him! He's also getting fine construction. excellent fit. supportive ways

Family Shoe
Store
110 Ma,
Owen C.

Wooden,&nor

Northside
$200

Southside
$200
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REG. PRICE
$2.25
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SOUTHSIDE
S. 12th & Story
7 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY
10 A.M.-8 P.M.

1 28

NORTHSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 A.M.-12 P.M.
CLOSED
SUNDAY

\

QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RFSERVED

*****
*4
STARK1ST

KELLY'S*5 oz.

Vienna Sausage- eso *REGULAR or MINIATURE
1 08

,
Margarine

Southside (a0

**********

OPEN SUNDAY 10 a.m. -8 p.m.

1 18

Order Now

Decorated Cakes
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday only

$179

59;

Birthdays, Weddings, Anniversaries,
Luncheons, Parties, Any Occasion

b.

ED

69;

PINTO BEANS
NORTHERN BEANS
CHILI HOT BEANS

9

1 Lb
QUARTERS

003 CANoMIX 'N' MATCH

New Size!

CHEF BOY•AR•DEE
MINI RAVIOLI 303 CAN

Popsi

HAWAIIAN PUNCH "RED"46

No Deposit, No Return

*********
**********41

FROSTY MORN.PURE

lib En Pim

4 Lb. PKG.

12

COMPARE & SAVE

t

Get your first three flags NOW! There are many flags in our countries history both before and after these
.,....
above. You can bring history alive collecting all 48 flags in the 4" x 6" miniature series. A new series of
three will 90 on display each week for the next 16 weeks.

55;

A handsome hi-impact styrene base to display your flag collection with a fullcolor booklet giving the background of each of the 48 flags is available.

95

only$3.

TOTINO'S

PARAMOUNT•PARTY PAK•32 oz. NESTLE'S

QUIK 2 Lb.

P;

AUTOMATIC•50 oz

CASCADE

P

$135

AMERICAN ACE•10 oz

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Without the incentive of a tax
rebate this year, taxpayers
aren't filing their returns as
eagerly as they did last year,
Internal Revenue Service
figures show.
The number of returns filed
so far this year is 9.7 per cent
behind the same period a year
ago. On the other hand, the
average refund this year is up
$35.28 to $422.03.
Other preliminary IRS
figures also show the taxpayers' option to earmark
to
taxs
help finance
presidential elections is at the
highest rate ever. Officials
say the current political
campaign apparently is encouraging taxpayers to
participate, with 26.5 per cent
of the returns so far each
designating $1 per taxpayer to
the fund, compared to 23.9 per
cent at this time last year,
which was the previous high.
Taxpayers have earmarked

$4.1 IlliiliOn for the campaign
fund so far this year, bringing
the total put into the fund since
1973 to $66.2 million. So far, $9
million of that has already
been distributed to candidates
in presidential primary
elections.
Overall, IRS spokesmen say
the filing pace for this year
appears to be about normal.
Taxpayers so far have mailed
in 29 million of the 86.2 million
returns expected.
This time last year the
agency had received 31.8
million returns, but that was
higher than normal. IRS
spokesmen noted that even
though the law providing
rebates to taxpayers wasn't
approved until April 30,
passage was virtually certain
by this time last year and
officials were already serving
notice that the first returns.
filed would be the first to
receive rebates.

Comet West To Be
Visible This Week
WASHINGTON (API —
Those getting up before
sunrise this week should be
able to see a bright, newly
discovered comet as it swings
back into deep space following
a rendezvous with the sun.
Comet West passed within
75 million miles of the earth
Sunday on its closest approach
and is in a position the rest of
this week for good naked-eye
viewing from the northern
hemisphere.
Dr. Brian Marsden of the
Center for Astrophysics in
Cambridge, Mass., says the
comet will be best visible from
Wednesday to Sunday about
an hour before sunrise.
Comet West should appear
like a bright, elongated streak
of light just above the eastern
horizon, slightly south of the
rising sun. On Wednesday, the
comet should appear about 5
degrees above the horizon,
rising higher each day so that
it appears at 14 degrees by
Sunday.
Marsden said the planet
Venus will appear in the
general area but should not be
confused with the comet.
"Venus will be brighter and,
of course, won't have a tail,"
he said.
Marsden said observers
using binoculars or small
telescopes should be able to
see the comet,the brightest in

Airman Sarile At
Lowry Air Base
SAN ANTONIO — Airman
Leslie H.Sarile, whose mother
and stepfather are retired Air
Force Technical Sergeant and
Mrs. Max T. Canady of
Murray, has been selected for
technical training in the U. S.
Air Force avionics systems
field at Lowry AFB,Colo.
recently
airman
The
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB,Tex., where he
studied the Air Force mission,
organization and customs and
received special instruction in
human relations.
Airman Sarile is a 1975
graduate of Wagner High
School, Clark AB,Philippines.

the northern hemisphere since
Comet Bennett in 1970, for the
rest of the month.
The sky show will not be for
amateurs only.
The National Aeroruiutiqs
and Space Administration
says it and other scientific
organizations will mount a
major effort to study Cornet
West. NASA will study the
comet from earth and ip
space, using telescopes,
rockets and airborne observatories.
While their composition
isn't specifically known,
comets are thought to be
"dirty snowballs" of ice,
methane, ammonia and dust.
Scientists say comets could be
remnants of the material from
which our solar system was
created.
Comet West was discovered
by — and named after —
Richard M. West of the
European Southern Observatory in Geneva, Switzerland. In November 15M,
West noticed the comet on
photographic plates taken two
months before in Chile.

Registered Service
Dealer Appointed
Frank Tidwell of East Side
Small Engine Repair has been
appointed as a registered
service dealer by Tecumseh
Products Company, Engine
and Peerless Divisions, according to an announcement
made today.
Tecumseh's two and fourcycle engines are used by
leading manufacturers of
powered lawn and garden
equipment, outboard motors,
recreational vehicles and
industrial equipment.
"As a registered service
dealer, East Side Small
Engine Repair will service all
Tecumseh
engines and
Peerless transmission
products, carry a full line of
service parts and perform
warranty service," David H.
O'Connell, assistant direct*t
of service for Tecumseh said.

INSTANT COFFEE- $ 199 •

PIANO 81
ORGAN

39;

59;
29,

Simply register your family name once in our store and
card punched once each week.

then have your

free Bankroll

No purchase necessary to play or win the weekly No Limit Bankroll
Besides a Free Cash Bankroll each week, our store pledges you convenient shopping,
low prices, and courteous and friendly service.

SALE
SAVE UP TO
$ 1 1000"

LONARDO
PIANO CO.
Murray Antique Moll
SOUTHSIDE IGA

ide

NAME DRAWN MUST HAVE CARD PUNCHED
IN SAME WEEK IN ORDER TO WIN BANKROLL
BE SURE YOUR CARD IS PUNCHED THIS WEEK.
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Williams, Hughes Close Brilliant Careers

Gutsy Racers Fall Short
In Bid To Upset 'Peay

WOUMAN IA04 — lads "Welinme" I- s siseelds agility to get two points from
behind the kincirbeard. Wetdeing we awes Fiebbedi (10), Nigh Garner (50) and Ilk Jimmies

(di* career).

By Nin(E BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Fred Overton stood in the
dressing room and watched as
a couple of his players quietly
sobbed.
Overton was also on the
brink of tears. But it wasn't
because he was really that sad
about Murray State's 82-71
loss to Austin Peay inthe first
round of the OVC Tournament
Monday night.
In an emotional moment,
Overton stood in front of his
players and began to speak.
The words didn't come easy.
"It's hard to say anything to
you," Overton told his club.
"Life has a lot to offer to
people who go after something
with the kind of determination
you showed tonight. We
deserved much more than we
got this year.
We deserved a much better
record than we had. There will
be some of you I probably
won't see much of anymore.
But I want to tell you all one
thing: hove all of you guys.
"I love coaching and I hope
to stay in it for the rest of my
life. I hope I have teams with
bettet records but I'll never
have a team better to work
with."
The 9-17 record will go into
the record books. What will
not go in is the fact Murray

Hoosiers Run-Away For
Top spot In cage poll_
By The Associated Press
Unbeaten Indiana received
57 of 60 first-place ballots this
week and remained the
runaway leader in the latest
Associated Press major
college basketball poll.
The mighty Hoosiers, who
stretched their record to 26-0
by beating Northwestern 76-63
Monday night, received 1,194
of a possible 1,200 points in this
week's nationwide poll of
sports writers and broadcasters, based on games
played through Sunday, Feb.
29. Indiana had lopsided
victories over Iowa and
Wisconsin last week.
Marquette, which raised its
record to 23-1 with an 81-75
triumph at Notre Dame
Saturday, retained the No. 2
spot as the top five teams were
unchanged from last week's
balloting. The Warriors
received 1,060 points and two
first-place votes.
Rutgers, which completed
its first unbeaten regular
season ever Monday night
with victory No. 26, an 85-80
triumph over St. Bonaventure,
once again edged out North
Carolina for third place. The
Scarlet Knights received 876
points and one first-place vote,
while the Tar Heels, 24-2 after
beating North Carolina State
and Duke last week, collected
864 points.
;Nevada-Las Vegas, 25-1 and
idle last week,kept a firm grip
on fifth position in the poll, but
the next five places were
thoroughly shuffled. The
teams were the same as last
week, but each was in a different position.
Alabama, which beat
Tennessee in a double overtime thriller Saturday,
climbed one notch to sixth
place with 561 points and
UCLA, an easy winner over

California and Stanford last
week, moved up two places to
seventh with 517.
Notre Dame, sixth last
week, fell to eighth with 459
points. Maryland climbed
from 10th to ninth with 416
points after beating Wake
Forest and Virginia last week.
Washington, eighth last week
but a 73-64 loser to Oregon
State since then, completed
the Top Ten with 292 points.
Michigan, Big Ten runnerup
to Indiana,climbed two places
and headed the Second Ten
with 282 points. Tennessee was
next with 232, followed by
Cincinnati, which climbed all
the way from 18th to 13th on
the strength of victories over
West Virginia and San
Francisco, the latter on
national television Saturday.
The Bearcats received 180

points.
The only other team to
receive more than 100 points
was Western Michigan, which
held down 14th place with 110
points. Missouri fell from 12th
to 15th after bowing to
Oklahoma 68-57 last week The
Tigers received 85 points.
Completing this week's Top
Twenty were St. John's, N.Y.,
56 points; North Carolina
State, 35; Florida State, 30;
Texas A&M, 23, and Cen,
tenary, 22.
The only newcomer to the
list was Florida State, which
raised its record to 20-4 with
victories over Valdosta State
and Mercer last week.
Dropping off was Oregon, 17th
last week but beaten 67-62 by
Washington.
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Aanild what nwill
that if Larry Moffett had been
back this season, Murray
would have probably won the
conference.
What will not go in the
record books is the fact
Overton spent hours and hours
worrying about the Moffett
decision, worrying if the

Named To Staff
LUBBOCK, Tex. ( AP) —
Gary Wyant, defensive
secondary coach at the
University of Tennessee since
1971, has been named an
assistant football coach at
Texas Tech, Athletic Director
J. T. King announced Monday.
GENERAL

people who support the
program could understand the
situation.
What will not go into the
record books is that Austin
Peay, with so much more
talent than Murray, had to
battle like pure hell to keep
from being upset on their own
floor.
What will not go into the
record books is the fact that
with just over three minutes
left in the game, the Racers
were behind by only one point.
What will go into the record
books is that 5-10 senior guard
Charlie Fishback of Austin
Peay was unstoppable. Fishback hit 14 of 18 shots from the
floor in finishing with a gamehigh 32 points.
Austin Peay,trailing only on
several occasions early in the
game, led 39-34 at intermission and could never
pull away until the final
minutes, adding to the margin
which was quite deceiving.
The Peay was leading 66-59
when senior superstar Jesse
Williams of the Racers scored
on a tip at the 6:42 mark to cut
the lead to five.
Both teams traded baskets
and then with 4:38 left in the
game, Williams hit from 20
feet out on the right side and
the Racers were down 68-65.
At the 4:06 mark, Grover
Woolard hit from eight feet
and suddenly, the near-empty
gymnasium was in shock as
their dearly-beloved Peay led
just 68-67.
"I thought, oh no, there it
goes.. everything we've
worked for this season,"
Austin Peay Coach Lake Kelly
said.
Otis Howard gave The Peay
a little more breathing room
as he gunned a 17-footer from
the circle but at the 3:31 rnark
of the game, freshman sensation Vic Jordan hit from
eight feet and the Racers

trailed 70-69.
Murray did not score again
until 18 seconds were left in
the game. In the time in
between, Vic Jordan and
Grover Woolard both fouled
out of the game.
Overton put in simply: "We
ran out of gas. They were able
to run people in and out all
night and we had to stay with
our starting five. Eddie
Williams could have helped us
but since he's been hurt most
of the season, it really
wouldn't have been fair to put
him in with that much
pressure on him.
"Our kids believe right now
they could turn around and go
right back out there and win
the game. That's the kind of
kids we have. They never gave
up.
"When we got to within one
point, we began missing too
many easy shots, the same
thing we did Saturday at
Middle Tennessee. That,
coupled with Fishback, beat
us.
"We're going to start
recruiting. We're going to get
people with hatchets, a couple
of big mooees who hate red,"
Overton added.
Kelly said Fishback, plus
the ability to use his bench
strength, was the key in the
game.
Woolard led the Murray
scoring with 19 points while
Jordan had a super game
before fouling out and finished
with 18. Zach Blasingame had
12 points.
Senior Jeff Hughes finished
his career with eight points,
shooting just seven times in
the game.
Last but not least is Jesse
Williams. One of the most
popular players to ever don a
Racer uniform, Williams
finished with 12 points and a
game-high 14 rebounds.
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He ends his career at
fg-fga ft-fta rb to LP
1140 2-2
5 18
Murray State with a total of Jordan
Blasingame
5-15 2-4
3 12
1,515 points, placing him fifth Wan
5-16 2-2 1
2 12
Hughes
4-7 0-0
2
on the all-time scoring list.
Woolard
6-18 3-3
5 19
Austin Peay goes to 20-6 on Wade
0.0 0-0
0 0
3434
0 0
the season and will tangle with E. Williams
0 0
Sntltb
0-2 0-0
Morehead Thursday in the Leffler
1-1 0-0
0 2
31-79 9-11 43 17 71
semifinals at Bowling Green. Totals
bulb Pees
In the other contitst, Western
fg-tta ft-tta rb pt tp
7-10 0-0 9 2 14
Kentucky will tangle with Howard
Drummer
5-16 4-6 4 2 14
Middle Tennessee.
Greene
1-7 04 7 2 2
14-18 4-I 7 332
In a few more weeks, Flabback
Jackson
340-0 2 2 6
Overton will be announcing Garrett
2-4 0-0 2 1 4
1-7 2-2 6 1
the signing of recruits. And in Garner
2-2 0.0 0 0 4
Maher
a few more weeks, we'll know
1-1 0.0 1 2 2
36-70 10-12 43 15 82
what the future holds for the
Murray State
$4 37-71
Racers.
39 43-12
Await P•ay
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THE END — Defeat wens many tbimm. Grover Wookril
sews int :bodied, Jeff Anglia looks tired while Peel
Smith simply looks sod. Murray foe* end battled their hearts
*et before losing to Aestin Peary.
Muff mimes
lireimise)

CHICAGO — Hugo Delmar
Jr. chairman of the U.S. Polo
Association, died at the age of
49.

Assistant Coach

ORANGE AND GRAPE CRUSH
NOW AVAILABLE IN
WESTERN
KENTUCKY!

HOUSTON AP) — Homer
Rice, new head football coach
at Rice University,announced
Monday the appointment of
Gordon Norwood of Arkansas
as his seventh assistant.
Norwood, 30, was assistant
backfield coach at Arkansas
Last season and coached
receivers and quarterbacks
there in 1974. A native of Little
Rock, Norwood is an Arkansas
graduate who was an assistant
three years at Clemson prior
to joining the Razorback staff.

Now Orange and Grape CRUSH
come in 10-ounce returnable bottles
in convenient 6-packs.

Softball Group To
Meet Next Week
The Women's Softball
Association
will
meet
Tuesday, March 9, at seven p.
m.at the Murray City Hall.
Teams for the summer
league will be organized and
all interested persons are
urged to attend.
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DON'T MAKE
POISONING EASY!
Kids are inquisitive, there is no getting away from
the fact. Before you can bat an eyelash, they are into
Ibis or that. Most of the time it is harmiess and great
fun to watch them explore their newly found world

Keep it fun by not making it easy for children to fine,
their way into situations that can be harmful
Medicine cabinets are a good exams*. keep
medicines locked up if possible or at least high enough
up no that children cannot reach them. And,we will be
glad to help you to properly dispose of any old
medicines.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays

CRUSH is the one .. the one soft drink that just
flows with freshness cool, tingling, light and
sparkling You'll love CRUSH with all of your
favorite foods, and so will all of your favorite friends.
Fresh and bright, sparkling light Orange CRUSH
has the taste that stands alone.

1

Grape CRUSH is groovy with a taste so fresh you
have to try it to believe it.

Free Deltvery-No Service Charge
Open 84 Hrs. Per Week
1 Registered Full Time Pharmacists
753-1340

43inic Pharmacy

10111 5th

•

Teems, Chriap,
Dertil SOW,11.Pb,
Steve Cespeen.1.Pb.
Murray, Ky.42071

NON AVAILABLE IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
Available in the following counties in Kentucky—
(Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle, Crittendon, Graves.
Livingston. Lyon Marshall. and McCracken)

V
ONE LAST TIME — Jesse Valiant, goes In to ley up two of
12 points. The standevt senior finished his career fifth.. So
all-time scoriae ht:Mb 1,51S points.
(sten Phases by Mar• fireroin.

Manufactured and sold by PADUCAH BOTTLING COMPANY. PADUCAH. KY. 42201

Ask for CRUSH
Outstanding with the taste
that's all its own.
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'arming Places Over
Weekend In Marathon
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THE MASI MIES — Grover "Simko" Woolard fires la two Of Ids 11 points how tin hap
raps while Noma Jackson (14)can't seam to it.,1s time to peard Woolard.

Baseball Season Remains As
Question Mark As Do Giants

✓ Woolard
alas Pod
War Warts

Si. gneiss)

1
IN

/Sy The Associated Press
McNally free agents for
Spring training began of- playing the 1975 season
ficially Monday ... for owner without signing contracts,
George Steinbrenner of the thus playing out the option
New York Yankees and a year of their contracts.
couple of dozen Chicago White "Our feeling all along is you
Sox minor leaguers.
can't litigate and negotiate at
The rest of the baseball the same time," Miller said.
world, however, was waiting
As far as the Giants are
for some agreement between concerned, National League
players and owners that would owners were to decide today
open the camps, while the fate whether to grant Robert Lurie
of the San Francisco-Toronto and Bob Short more time —
Giants remained up in the air. "two or three days," acAnother in the lengthy cording to NL president Chub
series of labor meetings Feeney — to complete their
between the club owners and purchase of the financiallythe Major League Baseball troubled San Francisco club
Players Association — the from Horace Stoneham. The
23rd and longest session to deadline expired Monday.
date— had MLBPA Executive
Lurie said he was optimistic
Director Marvin Miller that "we're going to get it
resorting to football talk.
squared away. We're not
"Hopefully, we moved the going to let this thing slip
ball a little," he said, adding, away from us."
"I don't think it was the kind
Steinbrenner,
suspended
of meeting we could say we from baseball for two years in
almost bridged the gap, September 19'74 for making
because it's not true."
illegal contributions to the reAmerican League president election
campaign
of
Lee MacPhail called the President Richard Nixon, had
session "a progressive his ban lifted by Commeeting — but that doesn't missioner Bowie Kuhn with
mean an agreement will six months to go.
happen in the next few days."
And since this is the time of
Further developments year when sports pages orseemed to hinge on a decision dinarily are filled with news
expected sometime this week from the training camps:
by a three-judge federal court
—The Chicago White Sox
on baseball's appeal of ar- opened their Florida base for
bitrator Peter Seitz' recent 25 nonroster players, inruling that made pitchers cluding
former
major
Andy Messersmith and Dave leaguers Cleon Jones and Bob
Oliver. .
To Return
—The Atlanta Braves will
SEATTLE (AP) — All- allow
nine nonroster farleague forward Mike England mhands
to begin training
and forward Dave Butler will Thursday.
return to the North American
—The Chicagq Cubs signed
Soccer
League
Seattle second basentan Manny
Sounders for the coming Trillo,
shortstop Dave Rosello
season, Coach John Best said and
pitcher Willie Prall while
Monday.
the Los Angeles Dodgers
Both players have spent the asked waivers on
reserve
winter season competing in infielder Ken McMullen,
a 13Britain.
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year major league veteran.
Finally, East Lansing,
Mich., hardly is an ideal
spring training site but Los
Angeles Dodger relief ace
Mike Marshall was arrested
there for the second time in a
week for practicing without a
permit at Michigan State
University, where he is
working toward a doctorate in
Physl0l0flY
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Nicklaus Charges Back
To Win TPC Tourney
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MSU track and cross-country
team finished in 85th place.
The grueling event was made
even more diffictdt by %high
temperatures (75-80 degrees)
and direct sun. At least fifty
starters did not complete the
run. Last year the temperature was 18-20 degrees
throughout
Pat
Prokop,
MSU's
weatherman of last year, a
former MSU cross-country
runner, and now a graduate
student in meterology at
Washington University in St.
Louis, also ran in the event
(time and
place
not
available ).
By BOB GREEN
Another graduate of MSU
AP Golf Writer
Bowling
and now a resident of St.
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2in the third race.
Jeanne Maxwell, 22, won on
' BASEBALL
NEW YORK — New York Wandering Yaw, $5.80 and
Yankees owner George Kim Rice, 18, placed on Early
Steinbrenner
was reinstated Rider. Both won on horses
margin to four at 111-107 with
baseball
by
Commissioner owned by their fathers — Pete
33 seconds left before
Maxwell and C.C. Rice
Bowie
Kuhn.
Thompson and Williams
Two present and one former
member of the Murray
Marathoners participated in
the Fourth Annual Third
Olympaid
Memorial
Marathon held in St. Louis
Sunday,February 29th.
Dr. Adam B. Lansing,
president of the Murray
Marathoners and an assistant
professor of sociology at
Murray State University,
finished 95th in a field of more
than 275 runners in the 26.2
mile event which was run on
the same course as the
Olympic marathon of 1904.
Kevin
Perryman,
a
sophomore member of the
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Issel, Thompson Pace
Nuggets Past Squires
HAMPTON, Va. (AP) —
What happens when a fireplace team meets a cellardwelling team?
Well, for one thing, the
losers tend to think of things
that might have been.
The Virginia Squires must
have been pondering for the
umpteenth time Monday night
what might have been had
they not traded away their
American
Basketball
Association draft rights of 1974
college superstar David
Thompson to Denver.
Although the Squires, who
lost to the Nuggets 115409
Monday night, may have
Improved
their
competitiveness by inserting
'Thompson's firepower into the
line-up, they'll never know for
sure.
What probably has the team
more upset is that they continue to lose despite fielding
for the first time this season a
fairly healthy team — one that
includes Mike Green and
Mack Calvin, the two ABA allstars Virginia acquired in the
off-season last year for the
negotiating
rights
to
Thompson.
Green has been playing
steady ball of late at the pivot,
ad continued the healthy habit
Monday night by scoring 26
points.
But it was Thompson, the
jumping-jack superstar out of
nearby Shelby, N. C., who
helped do in Virginia, and
drop its season's record to 1252.
Thompson's two free throws
and Chuck Williams'field goal
in the waning seconds took the
wind out of a Squire rally,
propelling the Nuggets to their
victory and a 35-game lead
over Virginia in the standings.
The Squires, down by 14
points going into the final
quarter, cut the Nuggets'

scored four straight points.
Dan Wel led the Nuggets
with 23 points while Thompson
and Ralph Simpson each
scored 20.
Ticky Burden tied Green for
the Virginia scoring honors by
tallying 26 in a reserve role.
The game was the only pro
basketball action scheduled
Monday night.

Givens Scores 33
As Wildcats Win
BATON ROUGE, La. (API
— Jack Givens made the first
basket of the game and went
on to tally 33 points as Kentucky routed ISU 85-70 in a
Southeastern
Conference
basketball game.
Kentucky never trailed as it
jumped to a 46-38 halftime
lead. ISU could come no
closer than four points in the
second half when Kennie
Higgs hit a driving layup to
make it 66-62 with exactly 10
minutes to go.
Then Kentucky rallied for
three consecutive baskets
After another exchange, the
Wildcats added nine unanswered points in a five-minute
period to clinch the victory.
Mike Phillips was the
leading Wildcat rebounder
with 15 recoveries and was the
second leading scorer with 18
points.
Higgs led Tiger scorers with
20 points while Michael Brown
had 14. Brown led all
rebounders with 18saves.
boosted
The
victory
Kentucky's record to 14-10
overall and their SEC mark to
9-7. LSU dropped to 12-12 for
the year and 5-11 in the conference.
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It was important to Nicklaus
on several counts.
It marked his first victory of
the season and the 59th 13f his
career, just three short of Ben
Hogan's total of 62, second on
the all-time winning list.
It gave him a $60,000 firstplace check, the biggest of his
career.
It put him in the new World
Series of Golf.
It primed him for Augusta,
Ga. and the Masters, his first
big goal of the year.
And it answered the
questions that were whispered
around the locker rooms of the
world after his failures in his
first two starts this season.
"If you'd asked me a month
ago if, at this time, I'd be
playing this well, I'd have said
'no,'"Nicklaus said after
posting his 269 total, 19 under
par on the 7,128-yard
Inverrary Country Club
course.
He won by three strokes
over J.C. Snead, the man he
beat in the Inaugural championship of the touring players
In 1974. Jim Masserio and
Roger Maltbie, tied for third
In the field that included all
the world's great players,
were seven shots off the pace.
Snead, who started the
delayed final round —
Saturday's play was washed
out — in a tie with Nicklaus,
shot a very creditable 68,four
under par, but dropped two
shots off the pace at the turn
and was locked out with
Jack's eagle on the 15th. He
finished with a 272 total.
Maltbie, the 1975 Rookie of
the Year, and Massed° were
at 276 and didn't get in the title
chase in the last round.
Masserio closed up with a
final 67 and Maltbie shot a 70.

Old pro Miller Barber shot a
75 and won $911 with a 288
total. It was enough to push
him $12 past the $1 million
mark and made him only the
10th player to reach that
plateau.
South African Gary Player
shot a 67-281. Lee Trevino was
73-283, Johnny Miller 72-287
and Arnold Palmer 76-289.
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Paglids Pizza and Italian Restaurant

Italian Spaghetti
Special
99
Inside

With Garlic %Bread and 1-2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)

Dining
Only

Super Special For Kids 1/
Spaghetti and Salad
•/2 Price

Wednesday Night

4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always

FREE REFILLS
You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
Laxiirious Dining
for 225 People

Chicago a
Deep Dish
PIZZO
Double thick,
Double Sauce,
Double Cheese
To Double Your
Imagination,

4
%
,,

"

171

gib bd.almsakc)

Mika/&Woe
PatJams

Pagliai's Pizza
510 Main

753-2975
•
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OVC Playoffs

Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor

Needed: A Big M Club For Basketball
The future is bright. We are going to have some good
ballplayers come in to Murray State.
"We'll never get a blue-chip basketball player to come
to school here," said a fan one evening.
With that kind of attitude, that's true.
Basketball has been ignored. The football program has
had blue-chip recruits. The football program also has
great support from the Big-M Club.
The basketball program has only the support of a few
unorganized fans. Dog-gone right. Ticket prices have gone
up. So has everything else.
Austin Peay has a club that supports its program. They
have hospitality room, similar to what we have with the
Big M Club in Stewart Stadium.
Murray State can get blue-chip ballplayers. But first,
Murray State must get some fans. Not behind-the-back
coaches who really support nothing but useless gossip.

Inside View
It was late Saturday night and the bus was rolling away
from Middle Tennessee State University.
Unless you have been on a bus trip with a college team,
you don't know what goes on. You only talk about things
you don't know.
Zach Blasingame sat for three hours and studied for an
economics test. Vic Jordan and Grover Woolard spent a
long time talking about how Murray could beat Austin
Peay Monday.
The life of a college basketball player isn't easy. You
might think it is. People tend to stereotype.
Our players aren't getting paid for playing ball. They

aren't driving new cars nor do they stay out of class and
0
go only for a test.
They are students,the same as anyone else.
Those kids really thought they would win last night.
They bet even after the game that they could go back out
and play it again and win.
Fred Overton isn't trying to be "mushy" when he talks
about what a good group of kids he has. They are goit
kids.
I've heard some people say they support the basketball
program yet we have a bunch of kids they can't get close
to. I wonder if they have ever taken the time?
They aren't animals who go out and play ball and exist
in cages for the rest of their lives. They are students.
Vic Jordan and I got into one of those weird discussions
about life and death and those sort of things. Grover
Woolard talked about politics.
To the cynical "fans" who have been talking all year
behind Fred Overton's back,I can say only this:
Unless you know what you are talking about,don't talk.

Cage Picks
Action in the boys' tournament around the area gets
kicked off tonight.
The only boys' game is in the Second District where
Lane Oak will play Ballard Memorial. I'll pick the Purple
Flash by 14 in that one.
The rest of the tournaments will be getting underway
Wednesday and Thursday and we'll have predictions on
those games tomorrow.

Rutgers Battles Back
To Get Perfect Year
Indiana, which ha.salready
Ohio State Saturday.
won
the Big Ten title, broke
involving
In other games
from Northwestern with
away
Top Twenty teams, No. 5
spurt that established a
13-4
a
whipped
Vegas
Nevada-Las
halftime edge. Scott
13-point
St. Mary's,Calif., 124-86; No.6
Hoosiers' high
Alabama beat Georgia 87-76; May was the
pobits.
with
25
scorer
No. 8 Notre Dame defeated
Alabama clinched at least a
No. 14 Western Michigan 95-88
in overtime; No. 11 Michigan tie for the Southeastern
was upset by Minesota 81-79; Conference crown by overNo. 12 Tennessee edged coming a seven-point deficit in
Mississippi State 78-76; No. 16
St. John's nipped Niagara 6564, and No. 20 Centenary beat
By The Associated Press
triumph over St. BOilliVehtUre Virginia Commonwealth 9644. Monday's Girls' Tournament
Rutgers' perfect finish did
Monday night.
Game
Girls' First District
Jordan, on the other hand, not come easy. The Scarlet
Carlisle Co. 44, Fulton 23
was looking ahead to the post- Knights' high-powered ofFulton Co. 49, Hickman Co
season playoffs. "This is just fense, which had run off 100 or 26
Girls' Second District
the beginning-now we've got more points on 10 occasions
Paducah St. Mary 59, Ballard
this season, couldn't get going Memorial 54
to keep it going," he said.
Paducah Tlighman 60, ReidBy beating the Bonnies, against St. Bonaventure. "We
land 48
third-ranked Rutgers became had too many bad passes in
Girls' Third District
Fancy Farm 23, Farmington
only the 19th NCAA major the first half, and couldn't
22
college to complete a regular make a layup," said Rutgers
Symsonia 43, Cuba 38
Girls' Fifth District
season without a loss, ac- Coach Tom Young."We were
Caldwell Co. 66, Livingston
cording to records dating back ahead by two, but we should Central
36
have been up by 12 or 14."
to 1939.
Girt,' Ninth District
halftime
edge
Rutgers' 39-37
McLean Co. 81, Mt. St. JoThe nation's other major
29
unbeaten team, top-ranked didn't last long. The Bonnies, seph
Owensboro Catholic 59, Apollo
Hagen
and
Essie
with
Glenn
Indiana, raised its record to
43
Girls' 10th District
26-0 by beating Northwestern Hollis leading the way,kept up Central
City 39, Graham 34
76-63. The Hoosiers close out the pressure and went ahead
Girls' llth District
Hancock Co. 56, Whitesville
their regular schedule against by seven points, 75-68, with six
Trinity 54
minutes to go.
Girls leth District
Rutgers' game is running,
Warren Central 37, Franklin.
Bowling
and in the next 90seconds Phil Simpson 27
Bowling Green 44, Warren
Standings
Sellers, Hollis Copeland and East
43
layups
to
Mike
Dabney
hit
Girls' 15111 District
KentaVoiela
Allen Co. SS, Glasgow 42
Bowling
close to 75-74 with 4:22
it
L
Than
remaining. The lead seesawed
71
17
ibilsoisfOteabe
Girls' 171h District
71
V
CateoliaLbses
for a while, but two free
Ft. Knox 49, Meade Co. 39
SS
21
limileilisa
Girls' 251h District
throws by Rutgers freshman
11
27
WNW
Mercy Academy SO, Male 32
57
II
Abdel Anderson put the
Girls' IBM District
41 0
Norewertby
Eastern 53, Waggener a
43% 44% Scarlet Knights in front to stay
Westport 45, Ballard 15
43% 44% 82-80 with 1:31 left.
Standard
Girls' 22nd District
42 411
Caboial Bread
A turnover gave the ball
X 31
Scott Co. SO, Grant Co. 21
Merray Hospital
27 a
Girls' 33rd District
I.G.A.
back to Rutgers, and with 31
67
21
Ledger& times
Simon Kenton 63, Erlanger
seconds left the Bonnies' Jim Lloyd
HigX/sem Gill*(SC)
19
NS Baron was called for a foul on
iisfigehlisa
Girls' 34th District
910
lams
armee
Covington Holmes 63, Ludlow
917 an attempted steal. Dabney's 36
WaalalOmaha
High Tema Game(BC)
two free throws clinched the
Girls' 35th District
1017
HodgehSan
Bellevue 68, Lady Providence
Kai victory.
Carnets Lams
63
1021
SNOW of Omaha.
Sellers' 25 points topped the
Newport 94, Dayton 39
High Team Series(BC)
Hagen
Knights,
26-0.
Scarlet
Girls' 36th District
2156
Corvette tones
Campbell
Co. 61, Silver Grove
NIS had 22 points and Hollis 15
Hodge&Son
Ila points and 21 rebounds for the 32
Whale(Omaha
Highlands 56, Bishop Brossart
High Teem Sides MC)
41
ColliniStandard
2111 Bonnies, 16-9.
Girls' 37th District
1111
Lanes
Corvette
Rutgers opens the ECAC
Harrison Co. 68, Nicholas Co.
UM
Hodge&Son
Metropolitan Division tour- 29
High Ind. Game(SC)
232 nament on Thursday against
Gerald Rule
Paris 61, Bourbon Co. 41
George Hodge
IN
...
Harry Recker
146 Long Island University in the
Girls' 316h District
High Int Game(BC)
Division. The
111 Metropolitan
Bracken Co. 54, Deming 40
Gerald Kale
Niagara
in
the
272 Bonnies play
ihrtyllecker
Pendleton Co. 62, Augusta 58
3111 Upstate New York Division.
Girls' MTh District
GoolisHoalt
,
High bd.Series(SC)

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Guards Jeff Kleinbaum and
Ed Jordan told both sides of
the Rutgers basketball story.
-This is something I'll
remember for the rest of my
life," said Kleinbaum after
the Scarlet Knights completed
the first unbeaten regular
season since the school began
intercollegiate basketball
competition in 1906 with a
85-80
comefrom-behind

Charlie Hargeme
=
1".1*
SW
High Ind. Series(HC1
Gerald Kale
Hodge
iliptawrases
Georry Evens
CherlieHargrove
Virgil Setser
14-man Dixon
Dan Jones

$93
50
574

Prep Results

TENNIS
NORTH LITTLE ROCK,
Ark. - Rick Fisher of Palo
Alto, Calif., defeated Dale
Ogden of Banton 6-4, 44,64
In firstroand action of the
$35,000 Arkansas International Tennis Tournament.

Pulaski Co. 62, Shopville 26
Girls' 51st District
Middlesboro 47, Bell Co. 29
Girls' Ord District
Jenkins 62, Whitesburg 49
Girls' 56th District
Wolfe Co. 19, Owsley Co. 10
Powell Co. 18, Lee Co. 311
OWN' SIMI District
Virgit SI, Mullins 12
Girls' 62nd District
East Carter 4, Lewis Co 4.5
West Carter 29, Elliot Co 70
Girls' 64th District
Ashland Blazer 57, Boyd Co.
SS (20T)

the final four minutia and
scoring 22 of the gamIS final
26 points. Leon Douglas led the
Tide with 20 points and 20
rebounds.
Alabama leads second-place
Tennessee by Pi games and
can clinch the SEC title by
winning at Kentucky Saturday
or at Vanderbilt Monday.
Tennessee has one game left,
at home against Georgia
Saturday. Vanderbilt dropped
out by losing to Mississippi
State 81-72.
Bernard King kept Tennessee alive in the SEC by
recovering a blocked shot and
hitting a short jumper with
three seconds left for the
winning points. King scored 33
and Ernie Grunfeld 26 for the
Vols.
Bill Paterno scored eight
points in overtime as itlotre
Western
Mune handed
Michigan only its second loss
in 23 games. The Irish shot a
blistering 59 per cent from the
field, with Adrian DiUltley
leading the way with 33 points.
Paterno had 18, while Jeff
Tyson led the losers with 29,
including a 25-footer at the
buzzer which sent the game
Into overtime.
Michael Thompson hit 13 of
17 shots from the field and
scored 32 points and Ray
Williams added 25 points, 21 in
the second half, to lead
Minnesota past Big Ten
nuinerup Michigan.

at halftime and up to 21 late in
the game.
Rawlings got scoring
upport from Wilson James
and Johnny Britt, who contributed 19 and 16 points,
respectively.
Austin Peay became the
only OVC team to win 20
games this year by holding off
a determined Murray rally in
the second half. With Howard
carrying the load, the
Governors, 20-6, went ahead to
stay less than six minutes into
the game, but Murray fought
within one point three times in
the final period.
Murray made its final
challenge with 3:31 to play by
coming within 70-69. Fish-

back, however, cooled the career with 1,592 points,
Racers by scoring six points surpassing the old mark of
during a 10-0 run that sealed 1,587 set by Carl Bodkin in
1966.
the issue.
Middle Tennessee had to
Grover Woolard led Murray
with 19 points and Vic Jordan withstand the scoring of Tom
added 18. Jesse Williams, the Schmidt and Frank Jones to
league's No. 3 scorer entering overcome Tennessee Tech.
Schmidt, the league's
the game, was limited to just
12.
leading scorer. had 32 points
Despite Hundley's efforts, and Jones added 16. The two
Morehead
had
trouble led Tech to a 40-37 lead at the
dispatching pesky Eastern half and to a 48-41 advantage
Kentucky. The Colonels eased early in the second period.
With Mack and Sisneros
into a 55-54 lead with 11:14 to
play, but Morehead's Cridg finding the range, Middle
Morris answered with a 15- Tennessee ran off a 22-7 string
foot jumper that put the for an eight-point lead with
Eagles ahead to stay.
seven minutes left and inCarl Brown led Eastern with creased the margin to 14 just
29 points and finished his before the end.

,

Rookie Of Year
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) Duke
freshman
Jim
Spanarkel
and
North
Carolina's Dean Smith won
the Atlantic Coast Conference's outstanding
basketball rookie and coach of
the year awards.
Spanarkel, who averaged
13.3 points per game, received
135 of the 156 votes from
members of the Atlantic Coast
Sports Writers Association.
Smith, whose fourth-ranked
Tar Heels finished the regular
season with a 24-2 record,
received 102-of the 156 Votes.

BREAK IACII - Jiff Hopes dumps off a pass *rot* the middle and waits for Z.
Blesingume to brook Ito the lens. Also in the picture are Charlie Fobbed (10) of the Gevereers
and Jesse Williams(40)of army.
A Pubic Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Ccunci

College Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Assumption 109, Boston U
107, 3 OT
Providence 89, Villanova 81
Rutgers 85, St. Bonaventure
80
St. John's 65, Niagara 64
Seton Hall 75, Manhattan 63
W Virginia 91, New Hemp.
shire 67
SOUTH
Alabama 87, Georgia 76
Centenary XL Va. Commonwealth 94
Jackson St 2, Dillard 0, forfeit
Jacksonville n, Georgia S 65
Kentucky 115, LSU 70
Louisville 107, Bradley 89
Mississippi 81, Vanderbilt 72
McNees* St $S, S Alabama 76
New Orleans 74, Oklahoma
City 67
Old Dominion 95, Florida
Southern 73
MIDWEST
Illinois St NI, Akron 69
Indiana 76, Northwestern 63
Indiana St 87, Evansville 79
Lake Superior St 75, Saginaw
Valley 74
Wisconsin 91, Ohio St 79
Michigan SI 93, lows N
M&nngla Si., Mictrigan 79
Notre Dame 95, W Michigan
118, OT
Oral Roberts 79, St. Louis 76
SOUTHWEST
N Texas SS, W Texast 69

FA* WBST
District Tournaments
Hawaii 65, Portland 62, OT
Games
Nevada-Las Vegas 124, St,
Boys' Tenth District
Mary's Se
Central City 85, Bremen 49
New Mexico St 125, Hardin
Says' 17M District
Simmons 102
North iiardki 95, Meade Co
TOUENMAMENTS
68
Morehead St 75, E Kentucky
Boys' 33rd District
64
Conner ea, Erlanger St Hen
Austin Posy 82, Murray Si 71
ry 61
W Kentucky 91, E Tennessee
Boys' 48th District
74
Laurel Co 89, Nancy 73
Alcorn 76, Belhaven 62
Boys' 51st District
Norfolk St 108, Virginia St 93
MiddlesnOr0 60, Bell Co 54
St. Mary's 67, Nowerd Payne
Boys' 5915 District
51, best-of-3 Series fled 11
Dorton 63, Mullins 59
Kentucky St 97, Berea 76
boys'

By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Wsiter
Western Kentucky and
Austin Peay, the top two
finishers in Ohio Valley
Conference regular season
play, have moved a step closer
to a winner-take-all rubber
match after gaining first
round victories in the league's
post-season playoff.
Western Kentucky, the
regular season champion,
overcame a 30-point performance by Bob Brown to
blast last-place East Tennessee 91-74. Austin Peay,
meanwhile, measured Murray
State 82-71 on the strength of
guard Charlie Fishback's 32
points.
In other first round games
Monday night, Morehead got
28 points and 17 rebounds from
Ted Hundley and eliminated
Eastern Kentucky 75-64 while
Lewis Mack's 29 points and 19
from Tim Sisneros paced
Middle Tennessee to an 84-72
win over Tennessee Tech.
The tournament moves to
Bowling Green, Ky., Thursday
night, with Western Kentucky
meeting defending champion
Middle Tennessee and Austin
Peay tackling Morehead. The
winners of those Thursday
semifinals meet Friday to
determine the league's
representative in the NCAA
Mideast Regional.
Chuck Rawlings scored 10
points during a 21-7 first half
run that put Western in charge
against East Tennessee. With
Brown pouring in paints, East
Tennessee fought to within
three on two occasions later in
the half, but the Toppers
pushed the margin back to II

When this Midwest town was struck by a
massive tornado, Red Cross didn't have
;Obe invited in. We were there.
To feed people. To house and
clothe them. To make sure they
got the right medical treatment.
And when extra help is needed,
.Red Cross has disaster teams in communities all over the country. We have flying
squads of experts with long experience in
disaster management. They're on their
wayfrom regional headquartersorWashington,D.C.
in a matter of hours-to help local Red Cross volunteers cope with what often seems the uncopable.
Red Cross. It's working in your neighborhood.
And it's ready to go to work anywhere in the
country, when there's a disaster-doing all those
things you'd do yourself, if you could.
Red Cross. Isn't it a good idea? Belong

en
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Story and Photos by David Hill
Who says the good old
days are gone forever? The
women of the South
Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church are keeping alive
what could someday be a

lost art, the good old
fashioned quilting bee.
Of course, the main idea
is to manufacture quilts to
sell for support of the
church. But an important
byproduct
Is
the

fellowship these women
enjoy while making the
quilts.
The quality-crafted quilt
works will be on display
and for sale March 5 and 6
from one p. m.to five p. m.

What it amounts to is
that the women are doing
something for the good of
the church, and at the
same time, having a good
time at it.
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Second Political Test Today, Massachusetts Primary 0111011111111Fr AWBVIST
BOSTON (AP) - Tactics
switched from campaigning to
pulling out the vote in
primary
Massachusetts'
election today, the second
major test of the election year
and the first involving all the
major Democratic candidates.
While many of the can-

didates rounded out their
campaigning Monday, staffs
rolled up their sleeves and
began telephoning prospective
voters with a call to help pick
the 104. Democrats and 43
Republicans
who
will
represent Massachusetts at
the national conventions.
The focus is on the

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Pommies
4 Young owl
8 Pierce
22 Swiss canton
13 Slave
14 Carry
15 Precious
stone
16 Smashed
18 Goes by
water
20 Harvest
21 Three-toed
sloth
22 Confederate,
general
23 Wan
27 lAan s
nickname
29 Yountislw
30 Pan or
flower
31 C°°4•11 lava
32 Label
33 Evil
34 Netve
ti

2 Region
Monkey
3
4 &now
number
5 Residue
6 Trapped
7 Medsterran
ean vessel
8 Walked
9Rockyhill
10 Devoured
II Article of
furniture
17 Symbol for
tantalum
19 Chinese A
OlatanCa
32 Locks Of
measure
hair
214Faii behind 33 Body of
24 Near
water
26 Den
34 Bone
26 Girls name 37 Uniform
27 Foundation 36 Fit lobo
280th..
tIlled
29 Seedier,ea040 Strip of
30 Relliunere•
leather
lion
Lahr con -

35 reencirmineric
disturbances
37 Declare
38 Macaw
39 Actual being
40 Pigpen
1 Teutonic
dotty
42 Location
44 Begin
47 Fallen pron•
51 Neckpiece
52 Part in Play
53 Hetwew
month
54 Experimental
room I colloci I
55 Advantage
56 Any pile to
be burnt
57 Biller vetch
DOWN
Embraces

1.11

I,
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Purse

Georgia's
Beauty Shop

Junction
43 Pronoun
44 Withered
- 45 Brehm"
48 Flaps
47 In favor of
48Lend
measure
49 Ancient
SO Sailor (coital

NOW OPEN!
•Georgia Adams
()Emma Rushing
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Democratic side, only Jimmy
Carter, Sargent Stuiver and
Fred Harris are listed on the
ballot.
Massachusetts' secretary of
state, Paul Guzzi, predicted a
turnout of between 35 and 40
per cent of the state's 2.8
million registered voters.
Observers were hesitant to
predict a finishing order in the
Democratic race, where
voters also have a "no
preference" choice.
Cool weather and light ram
was forecast during the 6 a.m.
to 8 p.m. polling hours.
Three of the Democrats
expected to be among

in
race
Democratic
Massachusetts, with all eight
major candidates on the ballot
and no clear favorite to win.
Both President Ford and
former California Gov.
Ronald Reagan are on the
GOP ballot, but neither
campaigned in the state.
Ford's organization concentrated on telephone canvassing and media advertising and Fteagan's advertising for last week's New
Hampshire primary also
reached Bay State audiences.
Ford is unopposed in a
simultaneous primary contest
in Vermont today, and on the

8'

ME SAIO TO TELL qOU
THAT IF YOUR FOOT 15
TO HEAL PROPERLY YOU'RE
GOING TO HAVE TO GET UP
AND MOVE AROLIC

Call for appointment

TRArs wHie

NE PUT A
"WAUCIN6 CAST"ON YOU

WHAT DOES HE

KNOW?
•r

-

..%111.16.66

NANCY
ONE PLEASE --AND MAKE SURE
I GET A GOOD }
SEAT

I WENT YESTERDAY
AND HAD AN AWFUL
SEAT-- I HAD TO SIT
BEHIND A POLE

I'M GOING
-RD THE
CIRCUS
TODAY

TICKETS

f,,Om
eVSM
,

41•11C0-1

. BLONDIE

frontrunners
the
in
Massachusetts planned to be
elsewhere on election day.
Carter, the former Georgia
governor, wound up his
Massachtiwtts campaign last
week, and Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace departed
after staging a last campaign
stand Monday night at the
Orpheum theater. Sen. Henry
M. Jackson of Washington
spent
the
day
in
Massachussets before leaving
for Florida, site of the next
primary confrontation.
Wallace, a key figure in the
election largely because of the
busing issue which is particulary important in Boston
and Springfield, was expected
at least to double his 1972
primary showing of 7.4 per
cent.
Carter won 15 of 17
delegates with 28.37 per cent
m the fiveway field in New
Hampshire a week ago - but
Wallace, Jackson and Pennsylvania Gov. Milton Shapp
weren't in the race. All three
ran in Massachusetts.
Official returns from New
Hampshire, released Monday,
gave the state's other two
Democratic delegates to Rep.
Morris K. Udall of Arizona,
who drew 22.71 per cent of the
vote.
Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana
was third with 15.19 per cent of
the vote, followed by Harris,
the former Oklahoma senator,
with 10.76 per cent and
Shriver, the party's vice
presidential nominee in 1972,
with 8.19 per cent.
Ford, in New Hampshire,
got 18 of the 21 Republican
convention delegates. The
other three went to Reagan.
Ford ended up with 49.39 per
cent of the vote to Reagan's
47.96 per cent.
Shriver
on
Monday
predicted he would win in
Vermont and "do well" in
Massachusetts, home of his inlaws, the Kennedys.
At a news conference,
Shriver was endorsed by Jill
Volner, once a member of the
Watergate prosecuting team,
and Democratic Rep. Walter
Fauntroy of the District of
Columbia.
Shriver promised he would
end plea bargaining, the
practice
of
permitting
criminal defendants to plead
guilty to reduced charges,
usually in exchange for lighter
sentences.
Jackson was endorsed
Monday by former U.N.
Ambassador Daniel Patrick
Moynihan.
Supporters of Udall and
Harris were in downtown
Boston Monday, advertising
separate rallies, while a band
on the Boston Common
warmed
up
Jackson's
audience of independent
service station operators.
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BIRTHDAY

Lots of folk have sisters. I
guess it's been thus
from the start. But some
just "pass and repass"
and miss the "bestest"
part!

10. Business Opportu -

NALDY LEE Washburn,
a years old, about 6 ft.
tall, weighs about 160
lbs., sandy brown hair,
blue eyes. Goes under
CB name Nail Bender. If
of
knows
anyone
whereabouts notify
Dept. in
Sheriff's
Murray or Mayfield.

Time wasted is gone
forever, and though
memories are always
dear. . . it's not the
same. . . we can't go
back, our love couldn't
hold them here.
We three have been so
lucky, God really smiled
on us! We've had our
ups and downs when
mists obscured the view,
but in all the years we
never failed to find a
patch of "Blue."
We had a mom and dad so
great. The angels must
have wondered, why we
deserved such special
ones. . . I guess they
thought God "Blundered."
No doubt we would have
kept them forever if God
had let us say "when"
but the part of the road
that's unfinished is the
best. . . they're just
round the bend!
But getting back to Birthdays. They'll always be
here . . . it's a fact. And
spring is a nice time to
have one, did you plan it
that way... years back?
You get songbird's trills
for breakfast. The odor
of Hyacinths for lunch.
But whatever you're
doing, remember. . .
your sisters love you a
"bunch!"
We wish we could lighten
your burdens, and take
all your cares away. .
but only the "Master"
can do that, we can only
love you each day.
I hope "He" allows you
many more... all golden
paths to trod. But the
richest gold you'll ever
have is love of family
and God!
Treva
Written
by
Anderson For her sister
Elva Coleman. Also
sending her best wishes
are a son Gene Coleman
and family of Graves
County. A daughter
Linda and Family of
Romulus Michigan.
Another sister Thelma
Futrell of Murray. A
brother-in-law Johnnie
Anderson and many
friends and relatives.

Dr. Howard Keller
Speaker Wednesday
For UCM Luncheon
Ix CAN'T

2 Notice

,

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the
day
before
publication.

The second UCM luncheon
dealing with the current series
on academic excellence will
take place this Wednesday.
Dr.
Howard
Keller,
professor in the Foreign
Language Department, will
"Academic
on
sneak
Excellence: The Visible and
the Invisible."
At last week's program Dr.
Constantine Curris gave the
key note for the series: Later
participants in the series are
Bob Head and Milton Grimes
who will speak on the value of
international education to
academic excellence and later
dell Peterson will address
himself to "Academic Honors
and Honesty."
Dr. Keller, a faculty
member at MSU since 1970,
earned his BA at Fordham
College and his PhD from
Georgetown University. He
was a Fulbright scholar
during 1967 in Bulgaria and
has recently published a
book entitled German Root
Lexicon. Currently Dr. Keller
teaches
Russian
and
linguistics.
The luncheons are held
each Wednesday from 12:30 to
1:20 and cost $1.25. The United
Campus Ministry building is
located at 202 N. 15th Street
across from Wilson Hall. The
program is open to the entire
community. For information
call 753-3531.

Broccoli
Shirley Garden
Center
504 Ne. 4th

75341944

JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
work. Call 753-8669.
MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m.or weekends.

STYLISH MEN
SHOP THE

KING'S
DEN

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.8, down
354Bw dam
down 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.8.
down
0d3am 329.7, down 0.4.

Billy Brandon
and Jerry Key
CO OWNERS

Bel-Air Center

••••

liquor store for sale in
Fulton, Ky. Good opportunity for a couple.
For appointment call
472-9009.
12 Insu, ot
ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 7533263.
14. Want To Buy

WHAT WE DO best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

SPECIAL
rwr 99' fee instelletiee

pies

$6.95 fee the 1st mew* mid
receive tati memb service
Fill. Save u, te $15.94. Fee
ese-sebscribars
makiesdial
say. No refines.

Murray
Cablevision

GOOD USED station
wagon. Call 489-2187.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753.6231.
15 Arf,cies For S,iIP
FENCE SALE at SEARS.
Call Larry Lyles at 7532310 for free estimates.
Through March.

753-5005
BARBARA HOOKS IS
now employed at the
Hairdresser, special
$15.00 permanent, $12.50
through March 13, 1976.
For appointment Call
Other
753-3530.
operators to serve you
are Pam Woods and
Zetta Young.
1- (ONE) COAT rack,
metal-6'. 1-(one) air
conditioning compressor, used. 1-(one)
counter top cabinet, 12'
x 2.6". Only sealed bids
will be accepted and all
bids must be in the office
on March 10, 1976. For
further information see
Mr. R. L. Cooper,
Administrator,
Calloway County Health
Departent. 701 Olive
Street, Murray,Ky.
Men t Store
901 Coldwater Rd.
Each week through March we
will feature • special sole
price on 1 itern Mere will be
o new dent featured raft
week so watch the paper for o
big savings.

Fhi Nk
1/3
off

JEANS
Price good through Sat

5 lost 4nd Found
LOST WHITE EMALE
cat, 5 months bid. Lost
on North 16t4Near Five
Points. Call 743-6881 or
753-8095.
A WOMAN'S Diamond
ring and watch were
stolen Feb. 25, around
9:20 at the Special
Education Building. The
ring was a 442 carat
cluster, size 51
/
2. The
watch was white gold,
Seiko brand, with a blue
face. It also had a safety
chain. There is a witness
that can describe a
woman suspect. No
questions will be asked
if the ring and watch are
returned to the Special
Education, 1st floor
office.
6 Help Wanted
TWO EXPERIENCED
cooks, 2 experienced
waitresses. Steady
work. Above Federal
Minimum pay. Ky.Lke
Lodge, Aurora, Ky.
474-2259
for
appointment.
WAN'rED. SOMEONE to
sell Watkins products.
Call 753-5550.
8 Storage Buildings
BUY THE best for less.
Portable
storage
buildings, offices, lake
cottages, boat storages,
garages, patios and
barns. Name it-We build
it. CUSTOM BUILT.
PORTABLE
BUILDINGS, Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call
753-0984.
10. BusInes Upportun,ty
MOVING MUST SELL
Looking for best offer.
Crary Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after Sp.
m.,(502) 826-5822.

TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016-8219.95,
model 51061 - 8229.95
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
FIREWOOD for sale by
truckload or rick. Call
753-0745 or 753-3947.
BIRD SOLID VINYL
SIDINGS. Never needs
painting. Now installed
by Aluminum Service
Co. Downtown Hazel.
Call 492-8647.
69 14' RUNABOUT v-hull
bottom, Cherokee boat,
motor 45 h. p. and
trailer. One riding lawn
mower, needs repair.
Eight rabbits and cages.
One
9000
BTU
Frigidaire air conditioner. Call 435-4284.
ANTIQUES, CHINA,
crystal, canning jars.
Upright piano. Call 7534813 after 5.
ANTIQUE
PUMP
ORGAN,- $350.00. Two
large custom built
speakers. $1 25.00.
Ladies Titlist golf clubs,
complete set, $200.00.
Call 753-9312.
"NEVER USED anything
like it," say users of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil,
tung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher.
Murray
Lumber
Company.
ELECTRIC ADDING
machine, electric heater
220 Volt, Maxi-Mist
Breathing Unit. Call 7537658.
GARDEN TILLER new
motor needs clutch.
845.00. Call 753-6392.
SPECIAL 60" chain link
fence with 134"0.D. top,
rail 15i." 0. D. line post
and tie wires,$1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and boll
gates. Sizes 12%16'. For
all your fencing needs
call 444-6865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.

=CEO
MAYTAG WASHER,
$100. Sears Kenmore
stove, 1 year old. Call
after 4:30 p. m,435-4274.
SPANISH
STYLE
dinette, six chairs,
formica top. Kitchen
base cabinets. Call 7532289 after 3 p. m.

4.1

amr.

14

f

FOUR OR
Trailer
Like new
753-3935.

1117 INTE
BACKH(
condition.
or 753-8560

1965
FERGUSC
disc. 801
condition. I

FARM EQI.
sale. 1966
990 Select
tractor. G
Call 354-63

TWO WID
Avery Ira
with tool
$1,200. Se(
Garage. PI

CRAWLER
1970 Interm
in one lit
condition.
or 753-8560.
20 So.1) E

16' POLAR'
Boat, 25 h.1
trailer. 12 g
automatic
Model 51. I
or 753-8786.

36
FT.
houseboat,
doesn't h.
$2750. Can
Ken Lake
contact Bil
Singer Shog
5323.

15'
FIB
runabout 40
trailer.
condition.e
916 N. 18th.

35 H.P. I
outboard rr
lawn mowei
Trailer Cow

14' POLi
fishing boat
18 h.p. Joh
$350.00 for
per, fits loni
$150.00. Cal
8646, nights
8194.
11111mmasmim

so

at
St

From P
way 13!
blacktoi
mile to 1
Lama
follow
turn rig]
Mr. and
for the p
335 gall
milking
water I
alfalfa
bales IC(

27 goo(
heifersi
heifers;
ds; 6 we
th old HI
Jim
1

DINE= SET and 4
chairs for sale. Good
condition. $25.00. Call
753-6466.
11.Vacuum Cleaners

-Y este
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour
answering,
service.

IF.
'mow.
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46 Homes hi,

22 v..

FOUR OR SIX row Ford
Trailer type planter.
Like new. Call after 6,
753-3935.
1967 INTERNATIONAL
good
BACKHOE,
condition. Call 1-354-6392
or 753-8560.
MASSEY
1985
FERGUSON,plows,and
disc. 801 Ford good
condition. Call 753-0890.
FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4
In one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.

la' POLARKRAPT Jon
Boat, 25 h.p. Evinrude,
trailer. 12 gauge Ithaca
automatic shotgun
Model 51. Call 753-5699
or 7534786.
FT. KICHLINE
36
houseboat, sleeps 8,
doesn't have motor,
$2750. Can be seen at
Ken Lake Marina or
contact Bill Adams at
Singer Shop, phone 753=3.
FIBERGLASS
15'
runabout 40 h. p. motor,
trailer. Excellent
condition. Can be seen at
916 N. 18th.

TAKE Ur MONTHLY
payment on piano or
balance due. J & B
Music, call 753-7575,
Murray,Ky.

U.S. COIN, rare half
dollar. Also centsdollars, high graded.
Call 753-3132.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any sale for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATITtESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1443-7323.
SPECIAL
Pet 111" for bestullation piss
U.'S for ties 1st mesa and
receive bed essemb service
PM. Save up to $13.116. for
reeidertini nes-sabscribers
edam. Ile refuels.
Murray Cablevision

753-5005
MARANTZ PRE-AMP
and power amp. 75 watts
per channel. Two
Months old. Price
$400.00. Call 753-7429.
TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent conciiton. Call 753-0870.

SPECIAL
fer instellatios pies
Pay
'Shc nyo le osotb sad
W.
receive bed nessob service
MIL Save op to S1S.114. for
resideatini ase-seibecribers
only. Ne refuels.
Murry/
Cablevision

753-5005
27 1143t r Home Sates

35 H.P. EVINRUDE
outboard motor, power
lawn mower. No. 7 Dills
Trailer Court.
14' POLARCRAFT
fishing boat, aluminum,
18 h.p. Johnson motor.
$350.00 for both. Camper, fits long bed pickup,
$150.00. Call days 4928646, nights after 6, 4928194.

12 x 44, TWO bedroom,
gas heat. For information call 753-8218
after 3:30p.m.
HOMEITE 1974 12 x 60,2
bedroom, all electric,
central air, including
pole, underpinning, and
steps. Excellent condition. Must sell. Call I345-2541 or 1-2474339.

Audion
SO Head of dairy cattle
at the Jim Cotton farm.
Saturday, March 6th
at 10 a.m.
LOCATION:

From Princeton, Ky. go south on Highway 139 for 7 miles, turn right on
2 miles, turn left, go Y2
1
blacktop, go 2/
mile to farm. Or from Higgins Store in
Larnasco, turn North on Highway 1272,
2 miles to gravel road,
1
follow signs 4/
2mile to farm.
1
/
go
and
right
turn
Mr. and Mrs. Cotton have been milking
for the past 30 years.
335 gallon stainless steel milk tank; 3
milking units; automatic washer;
water heater; about 1,000 bales of
alfalfa and grass hay; about 1,000
bales Kobe and grass hay.
27 good young producing cows; 2
heifers with calves by side; 7 springing
heifers; 8 open -heifers, 400 to 600 pounds; 6 wearung miler calves; 1, 18 month old Holstein bull;
Jim and Dell Cotton, Owners

Thomas White
& Sons
Auction & Realty
Ketawa, Kentucky
Office 388-7251
Night 3811-7088
-Yesterday, Today

SALES
. Call Tony
, 7534760,
t.
CUUM Sales
, 500 Maple
and rebuilt
Call 753-0359.
answering,

and

Tomorrow-

Hopefully

MO BEDROOM house
garage, well, outbuilding on one acre lot
In city limits on North
16th Street across 121
inGood
bypass.
vestment at $11,000. Call
753-2274.

BY
TIMCO
1973
MELODY, 12 x 64, 2
furnished,
bedroom
central heat and air.
$800.00 and take over
payments. Located at
175 Riviera Ct. Call 7537204.

OR RENT 12 x 60 all
electric mobile home.
For sale or rent on k's
acre lot on South 16th.
Call 753-4634.
12 x SO MOBILE HOME.
$5,100.00 or take over
payments. Financing of
down payment for
responsible persons.
Call 753-9783.

:.14:4
•,

3-2.-

Stow

"NO MORE FUNP-RA/511.46 etANQuErv
UNITIL AFTER -THE PRIMAR159."
34 Houses for Re,“

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
HOME for
Saddle and Spur Trailer COUNTRY
rooms and
Four
rent.
Sales, Paducah. Call
space.
garden
bath,
442-1918 or 443-8226.
miles from
Eight
H
Q
Murray. $100.00 month.
Call 753-0169.
SMALL TWO bedroom,
all electric $55.00 month.
Call 4119-2595.
FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or
MOBILE HOMES and
corn. 930 lbs. burley
spaces. Fox Meadows
tobacco. Call 489-2549.
and Coach Estates.
Families only. South
38 Pvt,, s,„,41LeN
16th Street. Call 7533655.
AKC REGISTERED St.
)1 W
UNIVERSITY
TEACHER and family
would like to rent house
with large garden space
in county west of
Murray. Call 436-2547
after 5 p. m.
2 Apartments for Rent
LARGE BASEMENT
apartment, fireplace,
close to campus. $120.00
month. Utilities paid.
Call 753-2562 after 7 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment on Peggy
Ann Drive. Call 492-8225.
FURNISHED AND unfurnished, apartments
available March 1. Call
753-4331.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT near University
for 1, 2 or 4 persons.
$50.00 month. Call 7537575 or 753.0669.
THREE ROOM apartment unfurnished,
lights, water, garden
and telephone furnished.
people
Retired
preferred. $35.00 month.
Phone 753-6173, 202
Poplar.
NEATLY FURNISHED
apartment carpeted and
air conditioning. May be
seen at Kelly's Pest
Control,100 South 13th.
THREE ROOM apartment for rent. Available
March I. Call 753-7299.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
apartment, studio
bedroom,
range,
disposal, refrigerator,
all carpet. Rustic
private courtyard.
$150.00. Call 753-7550.
NICE furnished apartment. Call 753-1960.
APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.
MANOR
MURRAY
apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
and
stove
except
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
7534668.
i)
SLEEPING ROOMS, air
condition, private entrance, refrigerator,
Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th, Call
la 7534609.

puppy.
Bernard
Championship blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4pin.
THREE AKC registered
toy Poodle puppies. Call
753-9349.
AKC REGISTERED
2
1
Dachshund puppy. 3/
months old, must sell,
moving. Call 753-8200.
FOR SALE one female
Beagle, 7 months old.
With AKC papers.
$25.00. Call 753-7126.
AKC REGISTERED St.
Bernard
puppies
Championship blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
1, Rei

NEW BARN STYLE
house, unfinished, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
fireplace, carport, in
Easy "Y" Subdivision.
Call 753-0985 after 5.
BE THE first in Calloway
County to have a 2
hectare (new metric
measurement replacing
acre
measurement)
country estate. While
the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for
dollars with a low down
payment and extended
terms. • Jells
C.
Neubaner Real Estate,
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101-7531 or call Bb
Rodgers,753-7116.
MINI-FARM has 19 acres
and complefaly finished
walkout basement.
Extra nice 2 bedroom, 1
bath, central electric
heat and air, carpeted,
disposal, built-in range
and dishwasher in
kitchen. Separate 2 car
garage has heat and
lights. Stock barn and
shed -2 wells and all
year si;ring, priced in
30's. Call 753-8000 or
contact BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE, 106 N.
12th.

JUST LISTED close to JUST LISTED a very nice
3 bedroom brick home
Murray, 2 bedroom
East of Murray, 1 car
trailer on 3 acres, has
garage, den-kitchen
central gas heat and
central air conditioning, combination. Beautiful
carpet and drapes,
2 car garage and other
range and dishwasher,
storage, completely
all in top condition. Call
furnished, paved drive
Moffitt Realty,206 South
and today to check on
12th,753-3597.
this one, Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th, 753ROBERTS REAL1
3597.
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
ARE YOU in need of an
licensed and bonded
auto repair or clean up
sales personnel to serve
shop? Do you need a
you plus twenty years
house? Would you like a
exclusive real estate
10 acre farm? You can
experience. Call 753-1651
have all three with our
or come by our office.
property located only 6
We like to talk REAL
miles south of Murray
ESTATE
on Ky. 121. John C.
Neubauer Real Estate,
505 Main St., Murray
MOVING MUST sell 3
753-0101-7531 or call Bob
bedroom brick, 200 x 106
Rodgers,753-7116.
corner lot. Unglue
sunken den and rock
PINS? SITOP This mice 3 IN
Excellent
fireplace
Mose et 1104 Glop ha.
$31,800.
neighborhood.
N. Is lost Apia fir Woos
Call 753-8850 days, 753albs seed extol span for
evenings
or
3085
bobbies. lbere's 211 s IS
weekends.
SW, dots fast Vet ter
reflaisitiog ostitoes or
woodworking. $111,51111. Ix.
Cr. fee/tents lociede
fireplace aid Guard sir.
MINI PARADISE ledey
veer freedmen and privacy.
Nare's W ores SW of Loom
Com that lets yea be yea.
fenterost 316 brick bens,
peed stet* bora. pads,
fewest wed pear Wobble is
Westvaco. Only*NC
AMON
SNI01Y51011
Itere's 11 ewes of prime
leaf in We thy WM. W.
lost woitiog to be
developed. 0,1011, la apeek/er fiessolom.
1111mo Real beat*
Across hen Pest Office
Palms?WIWI both,*

SELL YOUR HOME
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers
looking for good homes.
Phone 753-172/ Keepperud Realty, where
current real estate
knowledge and good old
fashioned personal
service go hand-inhand

PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner,753-2562.
LOOKING FOR a good
farm first time listed
112 acres. Thisfarm has
under
acre
65
cultivation, remainder
in pasture and timber,
year round stock water.
Good stock barn and
Burley barn, about 1200
blacktop.
of
feet
Property hag cross
fences and about 80 per
cent of perimeter fenced. Now is the time to
buy. Call Gay spasm
Realty, 753-7724, Your
Key people in Real
Estate, gel Sycamore
Street

OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately SOO sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121
South. Three or four
bedrooms, two baths,
living-dining L with
fireplace, carpet, builtin appliances, intercom,
electric baseboard heat,
two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
For Sale

BY OWNER
410 South 10th Street.
Reconditioned and
remodeled. Frame,
weather boarded.
Priced to sell at
$10,500. Phone 7530675.

3., •

HOUSE AND LARGE lot
at Lakeway Shores.
Priced reasonable. Call
753-7993.

By Owner
1 Large five bedroom
house, two baths, two
car garage. Air concentral
ditioned,
heat.
Cali 753-9465
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront
cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10. s
47 Motorcycles
1975 HONDA CR 125
Elsinore, compression
release, reed valves,
head
ported
and
polished. Excellent
running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 4928586.
YAMAHA 650 looks and
runs good. $850.00. Call
753-8607.
1975 SUPER GLIDE
Harley Davidson. Call
474-8893.

LAKEVIEW HOUSE in
Lakeway Shores. Priced
in mid 20's. Two
2 bath, new
/
bedrooms, 11
carpet, 1,600 square feet
of living space, 16 x 24
garage. Call 436-2107
after 6.

1974 XL350 HONDA,
ready for trail or road.
New tires and chain.
and
clean
Kept
mechanically sound.
Call 753404.6 after 5:30.

BY OWNER NEW 3
bedroom trick ranch, 2
baths,family room, with
built-ins,
fireplace,
large utility room, attached 2 car garage,
$37,400. Oak Estate. Call
753-3833.

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
sale. 70 model CJ-5 jeep.
42 model CJ-5 jeep, 75
model C1-5 jeep, 48
model Dodge power
wagon.Call 753-5532

BY OWNER 3 bedroom
home, garage, apple
trees, outbuildings, on
over 1 acre of land. Two
miles south of Bel Air
Shopping Center on
State Route 641. Call 7530164.
BEAUTIFUL BRICK
county home will sell
cheap. Call 7534137.
NEWLY
REDECORATED, 3
bedroom home with
shag carpet.Drapes,
large back yard with
shade trees, $14,000.00
on Ilth Street. Call 7537974 or 753-1877 or 7530704.
CANTERBURY ESTATES: "L" shaped
ranch style home.
Professional landscaped
court in front. Large
redwood fenced patio in
back. Three bedroom, 2
bath,living room,dining
room, kitchen with builtins overlooking den with
fireplace, built-in bookcases, utility, central
heat and air, good closet
and storage space. Call
753-0045
for
appointment.

11111111111MI
19711 JEEP COMANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 7532211.
1963 CORVAIR 6125.00.
Also manual transmission for Dodge,
$20.00. Call 753-3132.
1971 CAMARO,one owner
car. Low mileage. Call
492-8269 after 5.
GRAND PRIX 1975, black
on black on black, air,
AM-FM tape stereo,
electric windows, locks,
rear window defroster,
tilt, cruise control.
12,000 miles. Call 4354382.
1979 MAI1BU, 2 door
hardtop, 307 2 barrel,
power steering, good
tires, mag wheels.
Excellent condition.
$1.250 or best offer. Call
7534794.
1918 CHRYSLER NEW
Yorker, power brakes
and power steering, air,
clean good mechanical
condition. Good transportation. $500.00. Call
753-4022.

1975 CHEVY VAN, 17,000
miles. $3150. Call 75$7975.
1966 PONTIAC Beauseville
4 door hardtop, runs
good. Best offer takes.
Call 753-6009 or 753-9046.
1972 VW 411 Sedan. Siker
metalic, vinyl roof.
Excellent gas mileage.
Call 767-2554 after 6 p.
m.
1972 BUICK Skylark
Custom. Call 7534218
2
1
after 4 p. m., at 717/
Poplar.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
Every
facilities.
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-9686252. This is a dealers
auction.
1371 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 7539710.
50 11.,11„,
1112 COACHMAN travel
trailer, living room tip
out, full bath, roof antenna, air conditioned.
Can be towed. Call 7538969.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WE'LL DONATE $2.56 to
save your carpet. Take
this ad to Otasco. Bel Air
Shopping Center. Rent
the Steamex Carpet
Cleaner. Call 753-8291.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
for
753-2310
free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CAREclean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution, rugs come
clean
by
steam
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour answering soriioe, 500
Maple. 7534250.
CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All
after 5 p. m. for free
estimates. All Star
Fence Co., 901-6424492
or 901-6424147.
CARS WASHED AND
waxed. Start at $12.50.
Call 7534357 or 753-5341

51
GENERAL
hours*
cleaning. Call 436-2533.
SIDING,
ALCOA
awnings, carports,
magestic fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.,
call 492-8647.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
CARPET CLEANING,
expereinced, very
reasonable rates,
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
MINOR REPAIRS and
alterations, furniture
repair. Call after 5 43E2476.

DRIVEWAYS AND
parking areas, white
rocked and grated. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429, after
4 p.m.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South
on 121. Call 436-2611 or
436-2590 or 436-7223
ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 7534124, South 4th
Street. Across from HillBurger.

FREE TWO MIXED
tweed puppies. One is
male, short haired,
other is female long
haired. Both have gentle
shy personalities. Will
make lovely pets. Call
753-7809.
FREE
WEEK old,
Husky-Shepherd
type
puppy. Quiet, well
behaved, paper trained.
One look and you'll be
hooked. Call 753-9654.

Pre-Season Tune-Up

DOI GMC VAN, 1974
Hustler
Datsun
pickup. Call 753-5699 or
7b.)-17116.

Ail

Mowers

Most Brier & Stratton

Todey's Specials
Nearly new beautiful
brick 3 BR, 2 bath
with fireplace. Builtins, cent. heat and
air. Carpeted. Nice
quiet location.
Beautiful new country brick home on 2
acres and only 4
miles from town. 3
BR, 2 baths, builtins, central heat and
air. Den garage and
carpet. Ready for occupancy.
Just listed. Brick 8
2bath,
1
room,3 BR.2/
den, dining room,
living room, carpet,
drapes, built-ins,and
attached beauty shop
with equipment and
*2car clean up shop.
All on a large lot and
best of all priced
right.

Car *NI ink
For Son

"Yevr Kr,Pas*
le hal UAW'

TWO ONO0010 WWII amp,
awe,
carpet, firveivrc
remodoloi WOOD MAN le
rood or WI
,
$13.31111, '
Capsoy,751 5475-

Ars vo she Is wee yes
Mew
753-7774
901 Sycamore
Ilkorrey, Ky.

1171 PINTO, vinyl top,
mag wheels, and other
extras. Low mileage,
-or
local car. Call 7534435.
1913 ONE TON DODBE
pickup, best offer. Call
474-2778.
OLD CHEVY STATION
wagon, best fishing car
for $120.00 in Murray.
Phone 753-5061.
072 FORD PICKUP. 302
V-8 automatic transmission, radio, heater,
spotlight and new tires.
$1,350. Call 436-2477.
19'72 DATSUN 510, 4
speed, 30 miles per
gallon. Sharp. Call 7537482.
072 MERCURY MONTEGO station wagon,
spacious, air, price
negotiable Call 436-2103
between 10 a.m. and 6
p.m.
1968 CLEAN FORD
Falcon Future, 4 door,
206-V8, air, automatic,
power, good tires, low
miles, one owner. Call
753-4574.

Turns-Up $10
88
Lawn !WY

$1288

rTASCI:1

Thru
March
20

Bel-Air Center

CONSIDER
Geed seiessese ere trained not bend Neither are
doctors, heryers, dentist er segiseers. Yee we be
se esitstanding selenium nod sane, $15,118, to
$20,886 or more•yew,your very first year.
TOO NEED to be age 21 or over, ambitious,
energetic, sports minded, have a high school
education or better.
YOU WU attend 3 weeks of school expenses paid,
be guaranteed up to $1,000 very first month to
start.
IF YOU QUALIFY, we guarantee to teach and train
you in our successful sales methods. Assign you
to sales area of your choice ender the direction
and valance of a qualified sales director.
Provide the opportunity for you to advance into
management as fast as your ability will want.
Fring benefits iodide: Hospitalisation. Pension
and Savings Flan
MQVALOPPORTUNITY 001111PANY
CM um kw perused blerille,aka,las Mink IA* bin,
Ilememeene, essaisaers. Mendep,Wonder ad Wollemsdnm
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Deaths and Funerals
James Littleton
Dies Monday With
Rites Held Today

Brother Of Rev.
Max Sledd Dies

Rey. Vandrell F. Sledd, a
James Lowell Littleton, 57,
Baptist minister of Mayfield of Christiansburg, Va., died
Route Two and brother of Rev. unexpectedly at seven a.m.
Max Sledd, missionary in Monday in a hospital where he
Nigeria and former resident of had been a patient for about a
Murray, died Sunday at 3:20 week undergoing tests.
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
A Puryear native, he was
Paducah.
the son of the late James
He was 65 years of age, a Lowell Littleton Sr., Henry
retired employee of Curlee Countys first casualty of
Clothing Company and a World War I, for which
member of Hickory Baptist American Legion Post 8 at
Church.
,Paris, Tenn., was named. His
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. mother, Mrs. Wattle Taylor,
Minnie Myers Sledd; two sons, lives in Jackson,Tenn.
Seldon of Hopkinsville and
Funeral and burial will take
Kenneth of Memphis, Tenn.; place today in Christiansburg.
two daughters, Mrs. June Richardson Funeral Home
Hertell, St. Louis, Mo., and there is in charge.
Mrs. Louise Vincent, Atlanta,
Survivors include an aunt,
Ga.; three brothers, Melvin of Mrs. Atkins Humphreys of
Memphis, Tenn., Malcolm of Puryear, and four uncles,
Charlotte, N. C., and Max of Gordon Littleton and Frank
Nigeria; three sisters, and Edd McSwain, all of
Mrs. Nona Duncan, Mayfield, Puryear,
and
Drurey
Lovelady, McSwain of Paris.
Verba
Mrs.
Gilbertsville, and Mrs.
Littleton was born June 6,
Marietta Lowry, Detroit, 1918, at Puryear. He was
Mich.; nine grandchildren.
married to the former Eva
The funeral is being held Stubblefield of Murray, who
today at 1:30 p.m. at the survives.
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
In addition to survivors
Home, Mayfield, with Rev. mentioned, he leaves two
Jack Doom officiating. Burial daughters, Lucinda and
will be in the Briensburg Theresa Diane, and a son,
Cemetery in Marshall County. Rodney Lowell, all of
Christiansburg; two halfsisters, Miss Ruth Taylor and
Mrs. Frank (Melba) Wyatt,
both of Jackson; and one
grandchild.

Vivert C. Farris
Dies With Rites
Held On Monday

Mrs Mohler Dies
Monday; funeral
Being Held Today

Vivert C. Farris died
Saturday at 9:45 p. m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He was 78 years of age and a
Mrs. Gilbert (Nsra) Mohler
resident of Benton Route One.
The deceased was a of Benton Route One died
member of the Cherry Corner Monday at 3:50 a. m, at her
Baptist Church in Calloway home.She was 59 years of age.
The deceased formerly
County.
Mr. Farris is survived by his worked for C,onalco at Benton
wife, Mrs. Eula Farris; one and Curiee Clothing Company,
daughter, Mrs. Marien Mayfield. She was a member
Bergstrom of Pennsylvania; of the Mt. Olive Church of
two sisters, Mrs. Imogene Christ.
Falwell of Murray and Mrs. Survivors are her husband,
Juna Wilson of Piedmont, Gilbert; one daughter, Mrs.
Mo.; four brothers, Hugh and Judy Edwards of Dexter; one
Andrew Farris of Murray and son, Jackie Mohler of Benton
Gaston and Howell Farris of Route One; one sister, Mrs.
Chicago, Ill.; three grand- Flora Burnett of Mayfield
Route Five; one brother,
children.
The funeral was held Floyd Usrey of Murray; six
Monday at two p. m. at the grandchildren.
chapel of the Collier Funeral Funeral services will be
Home, Benton, with Rev. held today at three p. m. at the
William J. Sullivan of- chapel of the Linn Funeral
ficiating. Burial was in the Home, Benton, with Bro. W.
Marshall County Memory W. Hall officiating. Burial will
be in the Brewers Cemetery.
Gardens.

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main

Rites Held Today
For Nevil McCoy
Funeral services for Nevil
McCoy of 904 Vine Street,
Murray, were held this
morning at eleven o'clock at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Bro. Bobby Witherington of
Murray and Bro. 0. C.
Markham of Mayfield officiating. The song service
was by the singers from the
West Murray Church of Christ
with John McKee as leader.
Active pallbearers were
Stafford Cad, Jesse Ross,
Prentice Thomas, Eurie
Garland, Everett Massey,and
Alan Blaustein. Honorary
pallbearers were Denver Ball,
Denny P. Smith, George
Merrell, J. 0. Parker, Rudell
Parks, Ed Thurmond, and
Lonnie Duke. Members of the
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association also sat
in an honorary group.
Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. McCoy died Saturday at
9:20 p. m. in the Cardiac Care
Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was a
retired teacher, principal and
superintendent of schools in
Kentucky, a former member
of the Murray Lions Club, a
member of the Elkton Baptist
Church, and vice-president of
Retired
Teachers
the
Association here. At the time
of his death he was serving as
a supervisor of the Calloway
County Senior Citizens
Program.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Verda Slaughter McCoy;
two sons, Thomas N., Jr.,
Ashland, and George Allen
McCoy, Ypsilanti, Mich.;
brother, Terrell McCoy,
Calvert City; half. brother,
Blain McCoy, Detroit, Mich.;
four grandchildren, Scott,
Sandy, Missy, and Nicky
McCoy.

Funeral Wednesday
For E H. Seaford
The funeral for E. H.
Seaford will be held Wednesday at tens. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. C. C.
Brasher officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White playing the
organ.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Hafton Garner, Milton
Outland, Joe P. McCuiston,
Tellus McDougal, Alfred
Williams, and Pat Wicker.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Seaford, age 65, died
Sunday morning at a hospital
in Flint, Mich. His wife, Mrs.
Polly Workman Seaford, died
December 15, 1975. He is
survived by one daughter,
Mrs. George Mulligan and
three grandchildren
of
Warren,Ohio.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p. m.
today (Tuesday).

Harry Hansen Dies
Monday Morning
Harry Hansen of Benton
Route Nine died Monday at
9:15 a. m. at the age of 70.
Death was attributed to an
apparent heart attack and he
was pronounced dead on
arrival at Benton Municipal
Hospital.
The Marshall County man
was a retired carpenter and a
member of the Forrest
Avenue Baptist Church in
Ypsilanti, Mich.
Survivors are two stepdaughters,
Mrs.
Betty
Zurawski,Stevens Point, Wis.,
and Mrs. Joanne Levin,
Miami, Fla.; two stepsons,
Kenneth Terry, Gilbertsville
Route One, and Jack Terry,
Mobile, Ala.; one brother,
Hubert Hansen, Greenville,
Mich.; sixteen grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.

FREE Orientation Session at
Murray State Stewart Stadium
Room 206 — 400• m.

See The Course Developing
Strengths In the
Following Areas:
•Poise and Confidence
*Speaking Effectively
*Selling Yourself and Your Ideas
*Being Yourself With Any Group
'Remembering Names
•Being A Better Conversationalist
•Developing Year Hidden Abilities
*Earning That Better lob, More Income
DALE CARNEGIE
•Thinking and Speaking On Your Feet
FOUNDEr
Precentecl by lockyear Forum
*Controlling Fear and Worry
OR
Calf For Information CHARLES EUBANK 753-0909

nts
Rate Nig At
KMEA Festival

MSU St

Missionaries Will
Speak On Thursday

precautions for a handicapped worker.
The state AFL-CIO and the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce endorsed the
measure.
The House also approved establishment of a program to obtain information on the so called sudden infant
death syndrome. The measure would
require an autopsy of a child who dies
suddenly and unexpectedly with no
apparent cause—except where the
parents objeqin writing.
The House defeated at administration
backed bill to make the Kentucky
coffee tree the official state tree.
The measure was lost by one vote,4342, despite the governor's endorsement.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, asked the
House to approve the bill to honor the
late Joe Creason, a columnist for the
Louisville Courier-Journal.
Creason had advocated designation
of the coffee tree as a state symbol.
The tulip poplar, a common Kentucky
tree, is generally thought of as the state
tree but has never been officially
designated as such.
A bill setting out guidelines for use of
corporal punishment in the schools also
failed by a one vote margin, 45-44. The
sponsor, Michael Wooden,13-Louisville,

Tobacco Leases
Available Here
Tobacco growers of dark fire-cured
and air-cured tobacco wishing to lease
tobacco should contact the ASCS Office,
according to David E. Riley, Jr.,
County Executive Director.
Riley stated that a list is being
maintained in the county office and is
available for any producer who wishes
to lease in or lease out either type of
tobacco. He said that it is necessary
that both the lessee and lessor sign the
lease application.
Riley further stated that the final
date for leasing dark fire-cured and aircured tobacco for the 1976 crop year is
June 25.

said the measure guarantees a student
due process of law and seta out
procedures a teacher must follow in
giving a spanking. It brings Kentucky
law into conformity with a U.S.
Supreme Court decision last fall, he
said.
Observers say the supporters are
likely to try to pass the bill again.
The House also put aside temporarily
a bill aimed at circumventing court
ordered busing for purposes of racial
desegregation in Jefferson County. Its
opponents said the bill not only would
affect Jefferson County but the entire
state.
Re,p. Norbert Blume, 13-Louisville,
said' it would be a school administrator's nightmare.
The measure would prohibit the use
of public funds to purchase school buses
used to transport any public school
student pass the nearest school of the
appropriate grade level.

ERA....
(Coat/sued from Page 1)
said.
It puts the Senate leadership in "a
bad position because they can't vote
against their own system," the
Mayfield senator added.
If the resolution comes up on the
Senate floor and is defeated, Weisenberger predicted it will be a dead
issue—that it will not come up again in
1978.
But he said if the anti-ERA resolution
doesn't come up for a vote on the Senate
floor, legislators will have to contend
with the issue again two years from
now.
"I'm selling people to vote for
discharge on grounds that in my
lifetime no issue has generated more
interest among ordinary taxpayers,"
he said. "I feel like we owe them a
vote."
He said he and other legislators have
received "thousands of letters" from
both pro and anti-ERA forcei.

World Day Of Prayer To Be Held Here On Friday
Church Women United of
Murray and Calloway County,
representing 21 churches, will
observe the World Day of
Prayer with two set-vices, one
at 10:00 a.m., and one at 7 30
p.m.,Friday, March 5.
The First United Methodist
Church is the host church for
this occasion and both
sessions will be held in Hale
Chapel. The theme for this
world-wide Day of Prayer,
covering 169 countries, is:
EDUCATION FOR ALL OF
LIFE.
The speaker for the morning
melon will be Dr. W. P.

To Hold Meet Tonight

Attend TONIGHT!!

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --- -A bill
banning housing or job discrimination
against the handicapped is headed for
the Senate today after narrow approval
by the Kentucky House.
The House vote 48-38 to approve the
measure after several legislators objected to including the mentally handicapped in the legislation. They said
they could support it if it applied only to
physically handicapped persons.
The bill allows a person to file a civil
suit in a case where there has been
discrimination, but does not provide a
criminal penalty.
The sponsor, Rep. Bob Benson, DLouisville, said employers would still
be able to reject any applicant whose
handicap would interfere with performance of the job. An employer
would not have to make any
architectural changes in the place of
employment or take any extra

Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at one p. m.
at the chapel of the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, with Rev. Eugene
Murray High School students
Meadows officiating. Burial
received ratings at the Solo and
will follow in the Murray
Ensemble Festival of the Kentucky
Memorial Gardens.
Music Education Association.
Friends may call at the
Brenda Hough, senior, daughter of
funeral home.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L Hough, received a
superior rating on her flute solo.
Receiving a superior rating on her
trumpet solo was Marilyn Howard,
sophomore, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Howard.
A Percussion Ensemble composed of
Rev. and Mrs. Elton BerBill Bailey, James Harrison, Andy
nard, returned missionaries
Wilson, Jerry Jones, and David Jones
from Seoul, Korea, will speak
received an excellent rating.
at the New Concord United
The Murray High Symphonic Band,
Pentecostal Church, located
the Murray High Concert Band, the
on Highway 444, on Thursday,
Murray Middle School Eighth Grade
March 4, at seven p.m. Band, and the Seventh Grade Band will
The church pastor, Rev.
William Elton, urges the participate in the KMEA Concert Band
Festival on Friday and Saturday,
public to attend to hear these
March 19 and 20.
missionaries.

Band Boosters Club
The Murray High School
Band Boosters Club will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at seven
p.m. in the band room of the
high school.
All parents of both the High
School and Middle School
band members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.

Bill Banning Discrimination
Against Handicapped Approved

Dr. W.P. Mullins,Jr.
Mullins, Jr., pastor of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Churches. He was
for two and a half years pastor
of Asbury United Methodist
Church in Memphis, Tenn.,
after serving as Associate
Minister of St. John's U.
Methodist Church in the same
city. While doing graduate

work at Boston University,
where he obtained his doctorate in Ecumenical Theology
he served as pastor in the
United Ministry, where the
congregation was composed of
one-fourth United Methodists
and two-thirds United Church
of Christ. He also attended the
Graduate
School
of
Ecumenical Studies, Geneva,
Switzerland. He completed his
seminary training at Southern
Methodist University, Dallas,
Texas. Dr. and Mrs. Mullins
have a seven month old baby
boy.
Rev. Jerrell White will be
the speaker for the evening
session. He has been pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church for
the past six years, having
come to Murray from First
Baptist Church at Sesser, Ill.
He was pastor for the Poplar
Springs Baptist Church in
Calloway County for four
years, and previously served
as pastor of Mt. Zion Baptist
Church in Lyon County. He
received the B.A. degree from
Union University, Jackson,
Tenn., the M.Th. degree from
Seminary,
Southern
Louisville, and has done
graduate work at Murray
State University, as well as
having served on the MSU
faculty for special Bible

Courses. Rev. and Mrs. White
are the parents of three
children.
Special music and dialog
skits will be a part of each

••••

mittee of Church Women
United
for
interdenominational
projects
such as Christian ministry in
the national parks, providing
a safe and accessible water
supply and a source of protein
in disaster situations; legal
defense and family assistance
for political prisoners under
repressive regimes; for
political refugees from Latin
America
who
need
rehabilitation; and helping
women through programs
where they can receive
training to earn their livings.

Ncl" Calloway PIC
To Meet Thursday
The
North
Calloway
Elementary School ParentTeacher Club will meet
Thursday, March 4, at seven
p. m.at the school.
Johnny Gingles, coach at
North, will be in charge of the
program. Roy Gene Dunn,
president, urges all parents,
teachers, and interested
persons to attend.
The programs of the American Heart Association save
the hearts of people too
healthy to die. Give Heart
Fund.

=71

Rev. Jerrell White
session.
The 1976 observance will
mark the 90th year of World
Day of Prayer, on which
Protestant, Catholic and
Orthodox women of many
racers and languages are
united for prayer and sharing
in an offering to bring aid to
thousands around the world.
In the United States the
offering goes into a fund administered by the Intercontinental Mission Corn-
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